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PREFACE 

Following on the 1995 Strategy Review, the Secretariat for the United States - Asia 
Environmental Parbedip (US-AEP) moved to refocus resources in the direction of an Asian 
Clean Revdution and to structure program activity to achieve results commensurate with the 
development and environmental challwge in Asia. The following few paragraphs restate the 
case, and apportunity, for an ambitious regional development agen& in modernizing Asia. The 
Results Review and Resources Request itself outlines progress in refocusing the program. 

What happeas in Asia over the next two decades will determine in large part the future 
for the global environment. The pmpcts, in fact, are troublesome. The rate of industrial 
growth in East Asia surpasses all other regions, and industrial pollution will soon equal or 
surpass the world's most s c x h s  situations. Cartxm emissions from the -on m already major 
contributors to global climate change, and environmental infrastructure is woefully inadequate. 
More troubling, East Asia's "economic miracle" is the development model for modemmn 

. . 
g 

countries on almost every continent. Many obsemers argue that the model is unsustainable 
because of its pollution intensity. Others argue that very rapid growth among the developing 
countries threatens the carrying capacity of the planet. This latter argwnent infuriates political 
lcadtrship in the developing world, sccing in it, of course, "limits to growth". 

Embedded in this remarkable growth phenomamn, however, is a signal w t y .  For 
all its vaunted performance, Asia's industrial development is as yet infant. Many countries will 
eJEperience a six fold growth of industrial capacity by the year 2010. Thus, new industrial 
investment in Asia will dominate total investment wcr the next 15 years, providing a once-in-a- 
lifetime apporbunity to shift industry to clean production and to leap ovcl the costly, inefficient, 
and embattled experience of the industrmhd . . countries. Further, new sources of investment 
fm environmc~ltal Mhshudm (for example, creating municipal bond mar- and 
privatizatim) suggest oppartunities to eagage global capital. These trends mean that the 
mvironmental future for Asia is still to be dctcmhd. One ghpses opporhrnity in countries 
like Singapore and Taiwan - glimpses of what might come to be called a clean revolution. 

In South Asia, there is a similar environmental profile, although the problem is perhaps 
somewhat more complicated, and the definition of opporhlnity perhaps more elusive. Iike East 
Asia, India has also adoptad an indugtrial-led growth 9trategy, with owrall eamomic growth on 
the order of 6pc1xmt per mum and industrialgrowth on theorder of 12 pcrccnt in many 
states. In this sense, the situation is similar to East Asia. What complicates the issue is i) the 
interaction of rapid industrial growth with continuing population increase and urbanization, and 
ii) the legacy of an inward looking development strategy. The issues-mix in India underscores 
the serious deficit in enviionmental in-, and particularly the intractable problem of 
water shortage. While the nead for a clean revolution is equally important in India as East Asia, 
it will require a more complex set of policy reforms and institutional adjwtnaents. And so, 
perhaps the more Teasonable expectation will be a purposeful and steady 'evolution" in the 
direction of swtainablt production and urban regimes. 



The convergence of the new-investment phenomenon in Asia, and the issues mix in India, 
coupled with the hardearned environmental experience of the United States, defines the premise 
for advancing the Asian development model and for organizing ever-less-polluting and 
increasingly efficient industrial and urban regimes. Similarly, the extension of global capital 
matbets to environmental infrastmctme defines the premise for a dramatic increase in the stock 
of infrastructure throughout Asia. These apportunities mirror the Asia-United States partnership 
that defined the Grear Revolution some two generations ago. 

The countries of Northeast and Southeast Asia have already captured many of the 
elements of SuStainability. Rapid economic growth, significant reductions in poverty, and 
dramatic improvements in income distribution already dxmckxk development there. If Asian 
anmtries now summsfdly incorporate clean production within their growth stmkgh, and 
rationaliPe urban growth and management, they will dehne a new m W  for sustainable 
develapmc~lt for the region, for 0 t h  regions, and perhaps even for indwtnalrzed 

. . countries 
themselves. 

These transforming opportunities will not present themselves everywhere with equal 
promise. The United States and most other industrialized countries operate an aging industrial 
infrastructure that is depcmht on pollution control, retrofit, and rcmediaton strategies to deal 
with pollution. Many of the Least Developed Countries are at a pre-industrial stage. Many 
countries in Asia, on the other hand, have most of the initial ingredients for a clean revolution: 
i n d g  public awareness and concern for the environment; improvin%, environmental 
xguhtion and enforcement; very rapid industrial growth (from a limited base); and increasing 
presmc from the international marketplace to include the environment as a strategic business 
fktm. The aggressive business response to international quality and environmental standards 
(IS0 9000 and IS0 14000) in the export-orientcd economies of Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Shgapore, South Korea, and Taiwan Feflects tbe growing environmental discipline of the global 
marketplace. The export orientation of Indonesia, Philippines, and Thailand also bodes well for 
p~ogress in these countries. Most of these same countries have successfully experimented with . . 
privattpltlan of their energy g d o n ,  transmission, and distribution systems. As a result, 
private capital and management are an increasingly important part of the energy investment 
picture in Asia. That model could play-out again in the areas of water, wastewater, solid and 
industrial waste, and hazardous waste. 

There is an obvious stmtcgy to effect a clean revolution. Make sustainable development 
a national goal. Mahtmm the environment as a amqic strategic in industrial @icy. 
Eammge the development of an arsenal of govannreat, bwiness, and community actions to 
change industrial behavior. Make total' quality envinrnmeutal management the hallmark of 
national indwtrial culture. Remove the impediments to the t ~ ~ s f e r  of world-best industrial 
practice. And, open environmental infrastructure to the global capital markets. These actions 
echo the transcmdent success of the Greta Revolution which included national commitment to 
improve agriculture, the application of science and technology to traditional production, the 
exteasion of best practice to the widest range of producers, and the marriage of public and 
market incentives to promote change. 



The U.S. Agency for International Development was the leading partner with Asia to 
effect the Green Revolution. In that spirit, USAJD continues to test new approaches to 
development, building on earlier success in the region, relying on the application of technology, 
the power of the international marketplace, and the opportunity for mutual benefit. The U.S.- 
Asia Environmental Partnership is one example, the U.S. - Thailand Development w p  
another, and new energy and environmental initiatives in India, Indonesia, and Philippines still 
others. 

The US-AEP is a public-private initiative to foster swtainable development and 
environmcrrtal quality in Asia. Building on the strength of the -can environmental 
community, the largest aggregation of environmental experience, technology; and practice in the 
world, the US-AEP is successfully promoting development and technology cooperation with 
more than thirty Asian countries. 

opportunities for a clean revolution abound throughout the region. Change will most 
easily come in the high growth economies of East Asia. It is these countries, and their USAID- 
founded and supported institutions, that are best prepared to work at the leading-edge of a clean 
revolution. The US-AEP is partnering with these countries, at low cost and with high leverage, 
to stmagthen and extend the model to countries still d v i n g  development assistance. 

The initiative is directed to the industrial and urban sectors because, with the agricultural 
transformation complete, industry will now have to provide the jobs and the wealth for futum 
development in Asia and elsewhere. The facts on the ground are incontrovertible. 
Furthermore, a clean revolution, coupled with the resolution of environmental issues in the 
mega-cities of Asia, will relieve pressure on rural sectors and natural resources, still serious 
problem areas. Success in the industrial and urban sectors will also determine the prospects for 
sustahble development and the quality of life for the majority of people in the developing world 
- lifting the limits to growth. 



PART I 

PROGRESS IN THE OVERALL PROGRAM 

and 

FACTORS AFFECTING PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 



Part I Results Review and Resource Request (R4) 

A. ProgFess in the O v d  Program - Program Development 

As an outcome from the 1995 Review of Strategic Plans and Action Plans, the US-AEP 
Secretariat was directed to reorient its programs, narrowing the range of environmental issues 
and hqming the focus of its activities. A good part of this year has been devoted to that 
reoxk~tation, including, among others, launching two major new contracts, developing an 
appmach to mcaSuring for results, undertaking a set of country assessments, restnrcturing some 

activities, and developing new activities. The management effort required to effect this 
work was at a level equal to the start-up for the US-AES in 1992. 

In May, 1995, the International Resources Group (IRG) replaced Tropical Research & 
Development as Technical Support Services Contractor, and the Institute of International 
Education (IIE) replaced The Asia Foundation, United States Envirc#lmcntal Training Institute, 
and World Environment Center a the contxactor for a consolidated Environmc11tal Exchange 
Program. The MEAN Emrironmental Improvement Project was also incorporatad as an element 
of the US-AEP program, including responsibility for its related implementation contract with 
Lmh Berger In- 0. Its activities have been subsumed under the new Clean 
Technologies and Environmental Management (CTEM) component. The Secretariat also 
organized, staffed, and developed a shared matrix management structure with the US-AEP Field 
ffi in Manila, Philippines @OM). While the transition was e f k b t ,  and the while 
contractors and the field office are now fully and effdvdy engaged, the dfort was hardly 
seamless, requiring managemtllt attention throughout the period. 

2. Intermediate Results 

Further, the Secretariat undertook a major analytic and management effort to flesh out 
the strategy, to m&ucbm atisting activities, and to develop new activities. After careful 
amsidedon, three intermediate results were identified: 

- Increasingly efficient and lcss polluting -; 

-Anincreasein the stockof-; and 

Drawing on the 1995 Evaluation, organbd by Winrock International, and in consultation 
with other elcments within USAID, Asian partners (through a country assessment process, a 
broader engagement of technology representatives, and collaborative program efforts with 
USAID missions), and independent profdonal panels (e.g., the workshop directed to industrial 
growth and the environment in Washington, D.C. in Nwember, 1995, similar workshops 



directed to environmental infrastructure in Washington, D.C. in September, 1995 and San 
Diego, California in March, 1996, etc.), the Secretariat and its .partners then undertook to 
develop mults paclrages undea each intermediate result. The analytic rationale for the effort is 
discwsed in some detail in Part II of this presentation. 

a. Industry - Incentives: The first Results Package is directed to stmgthening and 
expanding the incentives for environmental quality in the industrial sector. Engaging 
proftSSiional resources from the Global Bureau's cooperative agreements with the Tata Energy 
& Resources Institute and Winrock, the analytic work for a proposed environmental policy 
center and professional network is in place, as are the design of more focused activities directed 
to promoting IS0 14000, engaging U.S. industry in "greening the supplier chain", and 
introducing/strengthening environmental due diligence for financial institutions throughout Asia. 
Some implementation work, of course, is already underway, utilizing resources available under 
the Louis Berg= Contract, the Environmental Exchange Program m), and the Technical 
Support Services Contract. Progress is discwsed in some detail in Part I1 of this presentation. 

b. Industry - Business Capacity: The seumd Results Package is directed to promoting 
the use of environmental OOIlSidtiaSions in business decision making. The analytic work for this 
package emerged from an internal asesment of the MEAN Environmental Improvement 
Project (EIP). After careful mriew, and discwsions with the USAID missions in India, 
Indonesia, and Philippines, and Global Bureau's Environment Center, the US-AEP Secretariat 
discontinued Eactory audits as the centerpiece of the project, arguing they failed both in terms 
of cost-effectiveness and results. This judgment was not fully shared by all the different USAID 
units, even though virtually all have adjusted their own programs or p m i s e s  because of related 
concerns. Alternative approaches were discussed, requiring continuing management engagement 
throughout the period, and three different arganizing premises have been identified. 

First, based on work completed for the Secretariat by the Harvard Institute of 
Intenrational Development (HID) and Booz-Allen, Hamilton, the h t c h  of the environmental 
ladder presented in last year's Strategic Plan was wwe carefully defined. In its present form, 
the ladder suggests one basis or premise for promoting environmental capscity at the finn level. 
In this regard, note also that the National Academy of Engheahg is proposing to use the ladder 
(together with other analytic papers) as the basis for organizing a U.S. - Asian network of 
environmental and industrial pfessianals and scholars to further cxplm the parameters .of an 
Asian Clean Revolution. Mare directly relevant to the seumd mults package, however, the 
Secretariat has completed the design of a set of initial "categoricalw activities to promote the 
widespread adoption of diffemt steps on the environmental ladder (e.g., promotion of pollution 
prevention roundtables throughout the Asia region). The Secretariat is also curzctltly examining 
a categorical activity directed to clean design. 

Second, based on work with USAID Philippines, and on discussions with the Global 
Bureau's Gre#r-Com project (Academy of Ed- Development), the Secretariat has 



developed a concept (or prototype) for introducing and promoting environmental considerations 
to indusfrial extension and outreach in Asia. The concept is included in the terms of reference 
fat the joint programming exercises ongoing with USAID missions in India, Indonesia, and 
Philippines. This activity would involve training-of-trainers (i.e., a focus on intermediary 
organizations) and informat..on/technological back-up from the United States. Actual design and 
implementation of activities would be in FY 1997. 

Finally, and perhaps most compreheasively, the Secretariat is designing a a of activities 
for separate industrial sectors, each one building on an idea drawn from either the incentives or 
~ v b m e n t a l  ladder analysts (e.g., voluntary standards with the chemical industry, greening 
the supplier chain with the apparel industry, IS0 14000 with paper and pulp, etc.). This 
approsch is likely to be used in India, for example. For the next two year period, the 
Secnctariatproposestoproceedonallthreetracks. 

c. Industry - Technology Transfer: This package builds on the earlier Technology 
Cooperation component, but it is intended to reach beyond environmental control and even 
pollution prevention to clean industrial process and environmental management. In pursuit of 
this expansion, the Secretariat has worked to launch three information centers: with the 
Singapore Manufactwers Center in Singapore, with the Philippines Business for the Environment 
in Manila, and with the Tech Rep office at the American Bwiness Center in Jakarta. There are 
also ongoing discussions with the U.S. Department of Commerce @OC) to test-place industrial 
process specialists (engineers) in the Tech Rep offices. Based upon current thinking, US-AEP 
will be placing four industrial process specialists in the fields of chemicalddye stuffs, paper and 
pulp, food processing, and appareldtextiles in Asia in 1996-1997. Expansion of the NASDA 
Technology Fund and the Ovefstas Program Fund to cwcr these new technologies is also under 
development. The Environmental Network for Asia (ETNA), operated jointly with the Global 
Bureau's CTIS is also being extended to arcourage process technologies. In addition, there are 
ongoing discussions with the DOC fegafdhg future funding for these activities. 

d. Incentives - Infrastructure!: Earlier, the US-AEP infrastructure program was directed 
principally to technology transfer. As a result of the Winrock Evaluation, and the independent 
assessment organized by IRG during the period 1995-1996, however, the SecreZariat is exploring 
the possibility of direding some resources to the issues of financial reform, engaging at the 
analytidgovernment policy level through the proposed policy center (see industry/inccntives 
above), and at the applidinvesbnent level through an arrangement with the American 
Consulting Engineers Council (ACEC). ACEC is cansidering an expanded program, adding an 
Asian presence which they expect to be self-suffkknt/privatized sometime in FY 1999. The 
Secretariat will continue to fund incentivedpolicy work through the Environmenl Exchange 
Program* 

e. Technolw Transfer - Infrastructum: In keeping with the direction of the 1995 
Strategy Review, it is proposed to maintain the focus of the US-AEP infrastructure effort on 
technology transfes. In addition to the position at the Asian Dewelopment Bank, discussions are 
proceeding with the Oace of the U.S. Dkctor to the World Bank and with DOC to cansider 



adding an officer to cover World Bank infrastructure activity in Asia. As noted above, there 
is also ongoing discussion with ACEC to take on a coordinattng/oversight/support role for the 
infrastructure representatives in Indonesia and Thailand. Finally, there is discussion with both 
the India and Philippines missions concerning infrastructure qresentation in those two 
countries. 

f. A w m e s s  - Framework: An environmental consultant, working under the technical 
suppart services contract, is currently examining program opportunities related to environmental 
policy, public awareness, and public . . n. That same consultant is managing the 
country assammt effort (a major management objective for the period), which should be 
completed by July, 1996. Field work is completed in India, Indonesia, Singapore, South Korea, 
and Taiwan. Work is ongoing in Hong ICong, Malaysia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. 
New framework activities will not be programmed until FY 1997. In the meantime, there will 
be continuing engagement under the Environmental Exchange Program. 

B. Rogres in the O v d  Program - Component Performance 

Before the 1995 Review, the US-AEP Secre&iat was organmd around four strategic 
components and measured ~csults by a set of data related to technology transfer and to financial 
h u a g e  associated with USAID commitments. In 1995, the US-AEP Secretariat also 
incorporated activities of the MEAN Environmental Improvement Project. A brief summary 
of results highlights for the period are described below. 

1. Technology Cooperation 

a. Technology Representation: Activities under this component have been directed to 
the transfer of United States environmental experience, practice, and technologies. Most 
activities were organized mund a collaborative effort with the United Statcs Department of 
Commerce (DOC), Foreign Commercial Service (FCS). That effort (i.e., technology 
representation) is reflected in the mature operations of ten offices throughout the Asia region. 
The offices were organkd to elicit idonnation concemkg ~~vironmental issues and 
-ties in Asia (most specifically related to pollution control). Over time, the offices have 
broadened their scape to include information related to pollution prevention, waste minimization, 
clean technologies, clean design, and environmental management. Over time, the offices also 
have broadened their activity to include a concezn for environmental and industrial policy, 
industriat technology extension, environmental infrastrucaue, and even the environmental 
culture. As a result, the offkcs have become an hdipmablc part of US-AEP Secretariat 
operations. 

More significantly, the offices have become an indispensable part of DOC/FCS 
operations. In FY 1995, the U.S. Department of Commerce @OC) picked-up 25 percent of the 
cost of running the nine Tech Rep offices (Sri Lanka is fully funded by the US-AEP). In FY 
1996, that amount rose to 50 percent, and in FY 1997, the amount will be 75 percent. The US- 



AEP SeaetarLU has been equally s u e  in two other interagency s i k o n s ,  with TDA 
picking-up complete financial and management responsibilities for an "envinmmental training" 
activity in FY 1994, and OPIC picking-up complete financial and management responsibilities 
for an "ewironmental planning" activity in FY 1995. 

Since their inception, the Tech.- offices have provided the following services: 

lhde Lads Submitted I 1,477 I 947 I 

U.S. 
~ A s W c i a t i o W  
Staks Counseled 

U.S. and local 1,884 1,701 
Govemmemts C d e d  

Examplei of effective representation during the period March 1995 - March 1996 include: 
Hong Kong, representation to the Hong Kong Marine Department leading to the procunement 
of oil spill recovery equipment from Marc0 Pollution, New Orleans, LA.; India, partnering of 
Phoenix Global with a local agent in Mumbai (EpE Systems) with continuing sales of air 
purification products; Indonesia, partnering of Labat Andcrson (a U.S. environmental consulting 
firm) with IT F q r t  (a U .S.-based multinational mining company) for ~1vironmental impact 
assessment wotk; Korea, procurcmeat of pipeline hqectbdmonitoring equipment by the 
municipality of Cawing from the U.S. firm Baurwc International through a routine trade lead; 
Malaysia, rqmsentation leading to the sale of $6.0 million in sewage equipment to MEIES, 
Malaysian multinational; Philippines, marlotting of an innovative private air quality monitoring 
system to be placed in 50 public traffic intersections by the Manila City Council; Singapore, 
procurement of bio-formulated environmental remediation mamiah by Rotina Enterprises from 
Bactaia Coacepts in the United States; and Taiwan, inamtry representation d t e d  in the sale 
of air pollution control equipment by Chinese Pcbolleum from Reaction Engbeehg in the 
UniW States. 

b. Information Systems: Closer to the agency it&, the collaboration with the Global 
Bureau's Center for Tachnology Information Systems (CTIS) has blossomed into a mature 
m p ,  giving rise to a Latin America d o n  of the Environmental Network for Asia 
W A )  in FY 1995, and the piloting of environmental infolmation centers in Jakarta, Manila, 



and Singapore in FY 1995 (discussed later). A similar elaboration of original premises (from 
pollution control to clean process technologies) has been grafted onto the state-based Technology 
Fund managed by the National Association of State Development Agencies (NASDA) as wd .  
The Technology Fund has also given rise to a new state program directed to longer-term 
institutional relationships with the Council of State Governments (CSG). These few examples 
of the catalytic role of the US-AEP reflect important institutional mults. 

c. Environmeatal Technology F'und: the NASDA Technology Fund has approved and 
funded 169 grants during the pc=riod for total US-AEP eJrpenditures of $3,618,030 (including 
the Overseas Program Fund), matched by $1 1,642,871 (including the Overseas Program Fund). 
.Included in those grants are the following examples (full summaries of all grants are available 
through the US-AEP Secretaria): 

- Demonstration of the reverse osmosis systems of Pump Engineering, 
Inc. in three cities in India - systems producing purified water through the 
use of simple, compact, and low maintenance systems which improve 
health standards while at the same time allowing more efficient 
manufacturing processes and recovering high waste energy, thereby 
reducing energy consumption and the overall cost of water purification. 

- Technical seminars and demonstration of innovative industrial 
wastewatef treatment products by the Industrial Waste Treatment 
Equipment Corporation to companies in Malaysia, Philippines, and 
Singapore - filtration products which use no chemicals and require little 
maintenance, improving the energy efficiency of industrial commercial air 
conditioning, refriseration, and cooling equipment. 

- Introduction'of innovative air emission control products for the semi- 
conductor industry in Karea through a demonstration program with 
Samsung by Thermatrix, Inc. which has developed a uniquely flawless 
emission control device for hazardous air pollutants - a more costeffective 
system than carbon-based systems, and has proposed a demonstration 
project with Samsung. 

- Eneirech Environmental, in cooperation with the Georgia Department 
of Industry, proposts to introduce its patented process to convert 
municipal solid waste into a clean-burning homogenous fuel - disposing 
of the waste in a way that also produces energy at reduced costs. The 
proposal includes exchanges virith previously identified clients in Korea, 
Philippines, and Taiwan. 

- Pollution Prevmtion International, in OOOperation with the California 
Environmental Protaction Agency, will conduct a pollution prevention 
workshop and technology demonstration in several cities in India - 



introducing approaches and techniques for pollution prevention 
assessments intended to avoid costly end-of-pipe solutions to 
environmental problems. 

c. US-AEP - Council of State Governments State Environmental Initiative: the 
Council of State Governments has approved and funded eight innovative grants covering 10 
states and totalling $1.157 million during the period, including $1.5 million in matching monies 
by state organizations. The following capture examples of their work (full summaries of all 
grants available through the US-AEP Secretariat): 

- -: the Washington State Department of 
Community, Trade, and Economic Dcvelopmmt will work with Seattle's 
sister city in Surabaya, Indonesia to review water supply and Sanitation 
issues, devise ways to engage the Indonesian private sector in pollutiqn 
prevention, adapt Seattle's GIs applications for water loss management, 
and develop the m t e  groundwork for water discharge permitting. 

- v: New York's Department of Environmental 
Consmation has teamed with a set of public and private sector partners 
to assist the city of Bombay, India, in developing, adapting, introducing, 
and promoting clean industrial pmesses through an elaborate tweway 
exchange effort. The activity is jointly sponsored by Maharashtra's 
Pollution Control Board and seven diffexent Indian industry associations. 

- -: in this case, the District of Columbia and state of 
Maryland have joined forces to promote the use of renewable energy in 
Indonesia by mgaging a set of important local manufachum who have 
agned to pilot demonstrations of solar electricity, including a W e d  
program of public education, institutional development for management 
and menue collection, technical support, and follow-on technology 
diffusion. 

d. Internrrtional Parhmbg: working with the US-AEP technology -tative in 
Kuala Lumpur, the Air & Waste Management Association (AMWA) and Watw Environment 
Foundation (WEF) have been able to establish a joint venture affiliate association in Malaysia 
(the first joint activity by the two organhhns anywhere in the world, and the first professional 
envircmmental organization in Malaysia). Further, the AMWA had its initial organizational 
meeting in Hong Kong, engaging more than 50 professional members, including the director of 
the Hang Kong Environmental Protection Department; and the WEF launched its efforts by a 
serk of training progiams sponsorad by independent industry asmiations in India and 
Philippines. These workshops are seen'as precursors of more formal organizatonal meetings 
later in the year. The United States Environmental Protection Agency @PA) continued its 
proactive engagement with the US-AEP, including, for example, an Action Team mission to 
improve water quality and management systems in seven cities in South Korea. EPA Action 



Teams have proven to be an effective way to introduce state-of-the-art environmental concepts 
and A d a m  environmental technologies. 

During the past year, the US-AEP Secretariat also compli=fed negotiations of the 
NGO/Business Exchange with The Asia Foundation. The idea behind the exchange is to foster 
collaboration betwec~l nongovernmental organizations and business with a view to impmbg . . 
eavironmental quality. The exchange is supportive of the Admmstrator's "New Partnership 
Initiative". In the Philippines, the Sugar Millers AssOciation will work with sugar mills to 
implement waste minimization and water conservation. In Bangladesh, the New Broadway 
Group will work with the Community Environmental Protection Organization on an integratd 
program for the reduction and utilimtion of balmy waste through appropriate technologies and 
behaviaral change, linking tbe waste reduction/earergy savings program to increased productivity 
and pmfitability. In India, Development Alternatives will work with the Anand Parbat Industry . . Asouatm to initiate pollution prevention in an electmplating cluster in New Delhi. In Nepal, 
the Forum for the Protection of Public Interest and the Shrce Ram Sugar Factory have partnered 
to develop a model facility desnonstrating pollution p e n t i o n  and eaergy efficiency innovations. 
In Malaysia, the Asia Pacific Institute of Environmental Assessment p a r t n e ~ g  with the Master 
Builders Association to increase environmental awareness and modify existing practices in the 
COllStNCfion indwtry. And, finally in the i initial round, the Green Consumers Foundation in 
Taiwan is collaborating with Mavibel Taiwan to reduce redundant packaging in Bailan 
Conventional Powder. This product packagiig modification, orchestrated through a lifecycle 
assessment, is expected to become a model for other consumer products in Taiwan 

e. Sales, Joint Ventures, and Licenses: Thcre has been considerable. discussion 
concerning the value of sales, joint venture, license, and investment data to measure technology 
transfer. Starting in FY 1996, the US-AEP will use data dated to total U.S. sales as a measure 
of technology transfer. Through FY 1995: 

Sales? Joint Ventums, and Licenses 

I TOTAL 

Activities under this component were similarly directed to the transfer of United States 
environmental cxpericna, techn01ogies, and practice (albeit working with a somewhat "lumpier" 
product). As with Technology Cooperation, Secretatiat undmstdhg of the issues has matured 
as time has passed. Today, the program is more d k t l y  f d  on the policy and institutional 
impediments to a rapid build-up in the stock of envin#lmetltal idkammm in Asia. 



. First, it is important to underscore that US-AEP attention is on h m f  
glvironmental. It is woefully inadequate in every country in the region, and the 
situation is getting worse with burgconing industriatization and urbanization. There is no 
question about the benefits of envinwrmental infrastnrctue,- is 
thenced Given the constraints to gwemment budgets (and recognizing that the 
growth of industry and urban centers is being fueled by private sector resources), investment for 
 environmental infrastructure has to be found somewhexe other than in national budgets. Two 
opportunities are immediately obvious: ref- of municipal finance (e.g., municipal bonds, 
parastatal or private management, etc.) and privatization (e.g., BOO, BOT, etc.). This 
appreciation has led to a very positive collaboration between the US-AEP and the USAID 
mission in Indonesia and USAID office in Thailand. And it will be an increasing focus of the 
program in FY 1996, with collaborative programming proposed in India and the Philippines. 
Of course, there may be new technologies which could lower the costs (or increase the 
efficiarcy) of environmental infrastructure, but we ate unable to define or capture relevant 
indicators and assume, at any rate, that they will be part of any external investment proposals. 

Second, it is increasingly obvious that United States industry is not currently structured 
(or not properly structured, or fully structured) to contribute to the build-up in the stock of 
environmental infrastructure in the region. There are several reasons. The United States water 
industry, for example, is largely in the public sector and not yet authorized to seek work outside 
the United States. The United States engineering industry for too long led the world in public 
sector engineering design, but it is not structured for private sector equity investment or 
operational opportunities. The list goes on. In response, the US-AEP has fashioned a 
cooperative venture with the Amuican Consulting Engin#as Council (ACEC) to'wark with 
industry to fashion new approaches to intanatid infrastructure finance and management. Note 
that the cooperative venture will be jointly-financed. 

United States engagement in these activities can be important (both for development and 
commercial outcomes). On the development side, each transaction becomes an opportunity for 
governments and investors to wrcstle through tricky issues associated with infrastru- finance 
and privatization. As happared in the energy sector, each new independent water supply (or 
other environmental inllasmmm) contract and investment in Asia can break new policy-ground 
and open the range of w t y  wider than it had been before. In addition, each new 
independent water supply (or other environmental infrastructure) contract and investment in Asia 
can break new practice and technology-ground and also open the range of opportunity wider than 
it has beem before. And, finally, the commercial consequences of these investments could be 
very important to America's bottom line. 

3. Professional & OrganizPtional Development 

The purpose of this component was to provide a broad range of opportunities for individuals 
and cqamamm . . 

in Asian public and private sectors to obtain the information that they need 



to promote and enforce environmental improvements, assess environmental problems and take 
action, and to be aware of the full range of relevant U.S. environmental technologies and 
practices. The secondary purpose of this activity was the development of long-term relationships 
between U.S. and Asian individuals and organizations as a result of the professional and . . interaction involved in transferring information and knowledge. 

Completed Environmental Exchanges 

bchnnne 427 146 

m 524 354 

TOTAL 1,250 505 

During the fiscal year, the component (as such) was disestablished, but the various 
activities were maintained, the most important of which being the fellowship, exchange, and 
training activity (i.e., Environmental Exchange Program). Also, during the year, the 
implementing partnership for the activity was t r a n s f d  to the Institute of International 
Education 0. This activity is composed of three interrelated components: 

a. The -: The activity sponsors (a) the travel of Asian 
environmental professionals to the U.S. for (1) a variety of exchange w c e s  designed to 
assist them to acquire the infOrmZLtiOn needed to analyze environmental problems, assess options 
fw improvements or problem solving, andlor better b e t t e r d  the relevance of U.S. 
technology, experience and practice to their national, business or organizational needs for 
environmental improvemeat or effective leadenhip in this area, and (2) participation in fee-based 
training .programs at institutions where short-term courses are o f f d  or in academic degree 
programs in U.S. calleges and universities; @) the travel of U.S. environmental professionals 
to Asia bringing U.S. cxpertist to bear through the shaxing of essential information to achieve 
envinmmental improrements in Asia, and (c) network development through participation in 
COLLferencts, workshops or seminars. 

b. Establishment of an Environmental Netwd: The activity seeks to broaden the 
participation and visibility of the wide array of institutions in both Asia and the United States 
which can nominate, fund, send, or host environmental exchanges. These orggnizations include 
the environmental NGO community, environmental management firms, federal, state and local 
government entities, and private sector firms with relevant experhcc in environmental problem 
solving or provision of approPriate technologies. It is expected by the activity termination date 
that this network of partners will consist of between 400 and 500 institutions committed to 



environmental improvement and which are willing to actively demonstrate their commitment by 
bringing expertk and relevant environmental resources to the US-AEP program on a pro bono 
basis, by hosting environmental exchange personnel for on-the-job experience, accepting them 
into their own corporate training programs, sponsoring events (conferences, workshops, etc.), 
and/or contributing or receiving expert professional services. It is anticipated that not only will 
the network of partners provide theirdhdlities andlor expertise but that over time long term 
relationships between U.S. and Asian organizations will be developed as mutual exchange of 
persannel and ideas takes place. 

c. Indefinrte -: The activity also provides a limited number 
of apportunities for fee-based short or long term exchanges in programs offered by public sector 
agencies, private sector b n s  or academic institutions. It is anticipated that the majority of 
placements into short-tetm training courses will be either on a pro bono basis or under 
oorparate, USAID Mission, or other sponsorship which will coyer course fees. US-AEP will 
not directly pay for such fee-based training unless specific additional funds are provided by 
ANE. It is estimated that the equivalent of 50 training activities will be supported by US-AEP 
funds and an additional 100 through Mission buy-ins. To date, twenty one exchanges have taken 
place under this IQC. 

Under the first year of the EEP, IIE logged 174 separate proposals, and organized 65 
events, including more than 5 fellowships, 146 business exchanges and 354 technical exchanges. 
In addition, working with one of its subcontractors, the United States Environmental Training 
Institute (USETI), IIE has scheduled the following training course schedule for 1996: municipal . 
wastewater treatment in -, cleaner production proasses and techno1ogics for the textile 
industry in the U.S.; environmental management for the cement industry in India; municipal 
wastewater treatment in the U.S. ; environmental technology assessment in Indon&, cleaner 
production processes and technologies for paper and pulp in the U.S.; cleaner production 
processes and technologies for the electroplating and metal finishing industries in Korea; and 
environmental mamyemat for the textile industry in Indonesia. 

Illustratively this year, with an eye both to Yin~ t ives"  and training leverage, IIE 
organized a r e g i d  effort bringing U.S. consulting organizations (e.g., Dames & Moore, 
Environmental Resources Management, Foster Wheeler Environmental, ICF Kaiser, KBN 
Engineering, and Weston International) knowledgeable about IS0 14000 to four ASEAN 
countries with a view to promoting environmental management and joint consulting/training 
vatures with Asian countapart oqmhtions. Over 200 Asjans attended these sessions. The US- 
AEP Secretariat and IXE believe that the IS0 movement can be a powerful incentive for 
industrid companies to adopt~~vironmeul mauagement and that the related colisultinghining 
can be financed through the marlrjetplace. This initial effort is being followed up and four more 
target countries will be visited with d i f f m t  companies in 19%. 



. Evaluations of the overall program and each of the constituent parts (i.e., fellowships by the 
Asia Foundation, exchanges by the World Environment Center, and training by the U.S. 
Ewironmcatal Training Institute) were completed during the period and are available for review. 

4. Biodiversity Conservation 

The Biodiversity Conservation Network 0 has the twin goals of supporting site- 
specific conservation and evaluating the effectiveness of community-based, enterprise-oriented 
approaches to consemation. BCNprovides grants to nongov~l~tlcatal organbations to establish 
or gnow enterprises whose viability is dependent on the amsuvation dlocal  biological 
resources. The assumption is that participation by local people in these enterprises will raise 
their income and encourage them to become stewards of the resource ensuring its sustainable 
use. Monitoring of resource use, enterprise profitability, and social organization are central to 
the BCN concept. 

During the past year, BCN wrderwent a rigorous evaluation of its field and headquarters 
operations. The evaluation team looked at four action elements: (1) monitoring the biological 
and social impacts of funded interventions; (2) establishing and monitoring profitable enterprises 
that give local people a st& in the sustainable managemcat of the biological resource base; (3) 
develaping and supporting institutid stmctum that ensure the participation of local people in 
all phases of the income earning enteqxise, sustenance of the resource base, and effective action 
to protect the rtsource base from internal and cxtunal threats; and (4) working for policy 
changes essential to biodiversity conservation and related enterprises. 

The evaluation ttam found BCN to be on-track. Essential administrative stwtura, while 
still evolving in response to field feedback, are in place. Financial flows, while nominally 
behind schedule, are cm-ttack given the realities of project copltxacting and implementation. 
Monitoring programs by BCN grantees need to be simplified and finalized, but compared to 
other environmental projects has substantial attention and is basically headed in the right 
direction. Enterprise profitability is also on track in understanding and addnssing important 
social organkation issues, but now need to give concentrated attention to the local social 
structuies and their development and utihtion. 

The evaluation team concluded that BCN, even with all the areas requiring concentrated 
attention, is a fsr more cost dfective approach, with a mort fully developed panopoly of 
resources and approaches, than is typical in this area. It stands out for clarity of 
c m q t d h t i o n ,  breadth of approach, and its holistic philosophy. It represents an increasingly 
valuable lcsource to be drawn upon for larger efforts. 

Racommendations by the evaluation team include: (1) development of simple monitoring 
techniques for biodiversity, Q I ~  profitability, and social hc tu res  of participation; (2) 
ensuring participation of local people in all aspects of activities, tspecially in regard to accws 
to monitoring information; (3) plan for a larger enterprise impact by involving more existing 



private sector h n s  that can take products to market or publicize tourism services offered; (4) 
invmtory the broader policy needs ranging from rights of indigenous people to land and resource 
tenure; and (5) develop a classification of projects and additional BCN staff Speciatization that 
will allow increased efficiency in supervision of projects. 

In addition, the evaluation team concluded that the three-year duration of grants, although 
sufficient for establishing. monitoring systems, would be too short for ascertaining biological 
m u m e  coslaavatian and, thedore, should be extended. individual project extension would 
depard on entaprise profitability, status of the monitoring programs, and the strength and 
involvement of local social institutions. In order to simplify monitoring systems and work with 
local groups on the collection and use of the information, the evaluation team recommended that 
BCN seek additional funds for hiring and training more local staff and using specialized 
consultants. 

BCN has oommitted $11.56 million to grants; of which $1.64 million has been disbursed 
for 34 planning grants averaging about $48,000 each; $94,3178 for six small research grants 
averaging $15,000 each; and $9.80 million has been obligated to 20 implementation grants 
awsaging about $490,000 each. The smallest implementation grant is $179,632 for the ORPHIC 
Project in Indonesia, and the largest is the overall grant to CoIlSCrVSLtion Intenrational for 
$690,920 covering a number of projects in different countries in the region. The 20 projects 
selected include 7 em-tourism projects, 12 utilizing non-timber forcst products, and two 
harvesting timber resources. The projects cover six countries, six in Indonesia, three in the 
Philipjhes, three in India, and two in Nepal, with the remaining six in the South Pacific. Each 
Project has an on-site agency to ovgsee the work. 

Implementation of this activity was successfully transferred from US-AEP to the Global 
Bureau, Office of Environment, in mid-November, 1995. US-AEP retains funding liability for 
the $8.9 million wrfunded program balance. 

5. MEAN Environmental Improvement Project 

The ASEAN Environmental Improvement Project (EIP), has provided a good part of the 
analytic base and its rich cxpuienlce used for the rcoricntation of the US-AEP in the areas of 
incentives and business capacity (the US-AEP itself prariding the analytic and cxpuiential base 
for EIP's technology transfer work). As a result, a good part of its technical work over the last 
year is directly relevant to both intermediate results and results packages. Examples of that 
technical work are outlined below. 

a. Industry - Incentives: In Thailand, the US-AEP (qresented by LBII) assisted the 
Ministry of Science, Technology, and Environment to organize a &of workshops throughout 
the ASEAN countries to evaluate the options for introducing markt-based instruments (MBIs) 
as .part of comprehensive regidnational stmtegies to promote clean technology and 
environmental management, working towards a clean industrial regime for the future. In 
December, 1995, for example, the Ministry brought policy analysts from Asia and the United 



States together with senior environmental and industrial ASEAN and govment  officials to 
explm the Opportunities for MBIs in the absence of tradeable permits, in which the total number 
of permits starts at present discharge levels and &inks steadily over time. Coming out of the 
workshap, and working with US-AEP-supported technical assistance, the government of 
Thailand has drafted a comprehensive program for MBIs (the first model for tradeable permitting 
in Asia). 

The EIP project also organized four t w d y  workshops (in Bangkok, Jakarta, Kuala 
LUrnpur, and Manila) on Trade and the Environment in the MEAN Region. The sessions were 
CO-spansored by the Semetarht of the Asoaatm 

. . of Southeast Asian Nations and the United 
Nations Development Programme. The major issues discussed during the workshops included: 
I) the use of trade measures to attain international environmental objectives, ii) effects of trade 
and trade libgatization on environmental resources, iii) impact of environmental regulations on 
competitiveness, and iv) environmentally related product standards. Coming out of the 
worksbop, the Philippines government has prepared a presentation for the upcoming APEC 
meeting on product standards. 

The project also took a major step in promoting IS0 14000 as an incentive by bringing 
a member of the U.S. organizing committee (an attomey with Sidley8tAustin in Washington, 
D.C.) to Bangkok, Jakarta, Kuala Lwnpur, and Manila in April, 1995. Over 200 senior 
industry (e.g., 40 oorporate CEOs) and government representatives attended the workshops. 
This was followed-up with EJP staff speeches and pagers delivered before chambers of 
commerce throughout the region and at the Asian Institute of Management. In response to 
demand, the project subsequently provided support to the Thailand Industrial Standards Institute, 
bringhg experts from the United States to discuss progress and options for accreditation of 
certifiers and for setting procedures for certification. F- .. . 'on sessions were organized 
for some 250 businessmen on what is IS0 14000; 0 t h  sessions were organized for 60 different 
amsulting organizations around IS0 14001; and a third set of sessions were organized for almost 
100 government and industry association officials outlining options for setting parameters and 
guidelines for accreditation of certifiers. 

In March, 1966, the project staff identified five Asians from a cross-section of 
government, the private sector, and academic community to phapate . . in the National Pollutim 
Reveation Roundtable (NPPR) conferrnce (travel provided through the EEP). The conference 
is held twice a year and is attended by more than 500 pollution prevention and clean industrial 
production professionals. Participants share infolmation about pollution prevention in various 
industries, strategies for motivating industry to adopt pollution prevention in various industries, 
new technical tools, rrports on madcethg'strategies, and new sources of information. The idea 
is to promote professional and institutional partnerships and to encourage participation in the 
U.S. clean production network. This idea has led to the of an activity to promote 
broader engagement and the organization of roundtables in each of the tea US-AEP target 
countries. 



b. Industry - Business Capacity: During the past year, the project conducted five three- 
day industry-specific workshops on waste reduction opportunities for the pulp and paper, cement, 
food procesSing, and metal finishing industries in Indonesia, Philippines, and Singapore 
(engaging mure than 100 Participants in each country). The objective of the workshops was to 
promote the concept of pollution prevention to the specific industry through strategic 
environmental management and cleaner technology. The first two days of each workshop were 
devoted to various waste minimization apportunities (e.g., water amsendon, energy efficiency, 
fiber recovery) and management of the available technical options. They also included 
discussion on the general findings and recommendations of the factory audits conducted in a half 
do= sites and seleded as representatives of the industry. On the third day, training sessions 
were organid on practical ways to prevent waste and pollution and to save costs in 
participants' facilities, as well as to the longer-term management process of continuous 
improvement that will assure greater productivity and profitability, a more competitive position 
for the firm, and increase environmental benefits for the community. It also included 
discwsions on IS0 14000 and how to access pollution prevention through the Internet. 

Equally strategic, the project organized four small seminars for senior executives and 
chicf executive officers in Jakarta and Manila, directed to competitive issues in environmental 
management, the major types of corporate strategy for achieving a competitive advantage 
through environmental action, and the specific action steps that exocutives and managers can use I 

to stay ahead of their competition. A similar set of seminars is planned for the next period in 
each of the remaining eight target countries. 

The US-AEP was also represented at the Global Environmental Management 
Initiative (GEMI) amferencc on 'Environment and Swtainable Development" in March, 1995. 
Following up on the GEMI Asian interaction in 1994, the a m h c e  gave the first opportunity 
for Asians to meet with the Amuican corporate and prof- leaders committed to promoting 
environmental exceUence worldwide. At GEM'S invitation, the project selected the Asian 
delegation and organized a set of individual meetings with American participants. The 
conference highlighted five major components of environmental leadership: partnership, product 
design, economics, energy, and health and safety. The project also arganized a panel discussion 
at the conference on 'Cultural Challenges for a Western Business to Establish an Environmental 
Management System in Asia". 

EIP also pursued the idea of industrial extension, awarding a grant to the Environment 
Management and Reseatch Association of Malaysia (ENSEARCH), an association of 
environmental management firms. ENSEARCH has an extensive training program for its 
member organizations and the industry 'in general, and the US-AEP grant completed the 
development of a six-module curriculum for training in industrial, in-plant, environmental 
management, including pollution prevention and waste ' ' "on. ENSEARCH has 
mcccddly field-tested the managcmmt module and will offer the full set as a modular course 
later in 1996. The cuniculum is now available to other organizations throughout Asia for 
similar use. The Upivdty of Malaysia and Asian Institute of Technology have already adapted 
pslrcsofthecuniculumtothcirownprogram. 



Except for its relations with ASEAN, in which the title "ASEAN-EIP" will be used; the 
contractual base with Louis Bergcr, which is so titled, and some of the joint agenda with 
ASEAN, maintained for project agreement purposes, the ASEAN-EIP ceased to exist as of 
January 1, 1996. The functions programmed under that project have been subsumed under the 
new components of the US-AEP with the majority of the work continued in the new CTEM 
compoxmt. 

C. Development Cooperation 

The idea that international economic development might be something to be purposefully 
promoted was bornin the United Seates in the aftermath of the Second World War, directad to 
the r#xwstiuction of Europe and Japan. Later, the United States launched the idea of economic 
assistance to support development in the new countries of the Southern Hemisphere. And 
continuing from that day up to today, surviving even the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 
end of the Cold War, intenrational economic development continues to be an important interest 
of the United States. 

From a purely humanitarian standpoint, the United States knows that economic growth 
is the only way a society can provide the permanent means of bettering lives. From an 
economic standpoint, the United States knows that it, and the world, will benefit from the 
prospity, trade, and stability that such development can bring. And from the standpoint of 
strategic interests, the United States knows that in the long-run, peace and prosperity can only 
exist in a world of secure nations bound together by positive economic relationships and a shared 
inmest in growth and cooperaton. 

There are today a set of developing countries which have increasingly mature, even 
advanced economic and technology systems, systems which can take advantage of the 
globalization of the marketplace to attract investment capital, to develop new trading 
relationships, to leapfrog to more advanced technologies, to absorb the veq best in 
environmental practice - in other wards, to "takeoff" and become self-supporting. These are 
what are called  em^ markets" targeted for "graduation". There is, nevertheless, a range 
of difficult issues which threaten continuing development, or sustainable development, and which 
limit the engagement of even the most advanced systems of many developing countries with 
world systems - issues rooted in the social, economic, political, and cultural milieu and history 

. of those countries. In this circumstance, a continuing United States role in the international 
development effort remains pivotal, although development assistance as the basis for 
development promotion may miss the point, possibly the opportunity. 

President Clinton has affirmed the continuing commitment of the United States to 
international development and &fined its fundamental premise in the post-Cold War world: "We 
need to promote the steady expansion of growth in the developing world ... It spurs us to 
innovate. It connects us with new ... partners. It promotes the global cumomy without which 
no . . . country can hope to grow.. . Amcxican jobs and prosperity are reasons enough for us to 
be working at mastering the essential of the global economy, but far more is at stake. For this 



new fabric . . . will also shape global pros,perity or the lack of it, and with it, the prospects of .. . 
people around the globe." 

As the world enters the 21st century, however, the Administrator himself has argued that 
development Zlssistance in the 'emerging marketw countries can only play a supporting role to 
the U.S. private sector, to overseas investment and technology transfer, to the contributions of 
the education system in the United States as a university to the world, to the humanitarian and 
development &efforts of United States private voluntary organizations, and, most of all, to the 

. growth-orknted example and wealth-generating dynamism of the United States economy itself. 

In this context, the US-AEP (like the U.S. - Thailand Development Partnership) is a 
model for continuing developmat in Asia in a post-assistance environment. The 
R 4  pmentations fmm India, I n d s d  the Philippines suggest other interesting and 
innovative approaches and models. While development assistance may no longex be apprapriate 
in many countries in the region, andlor while country presence may have to be curtailed even 
whexe assistance programs continue, there is clearly a continuing rationale for development 
promotion in Asia, p91.ticularly in relation to sustainability issues, and the US-AEP model is 
undoubtedly something to be carefully examined and nurtured in this context as part of ANE's 
forward planning for the region. 

A development strategy premised on dollar for dollar, or bhat for bhat, public finance 
is obviously a limited strategy. The private sector, including the international capital markets, 
can be tapped for the development and deployment of new industrial plant and equipment, for 
environmental technologies, and even for a broad range of urban infrastructure. The institutional 
resources of American nongovemmental organizations and universities can be wed (in 
partnership and joint venture with Asian organizations) for an equally broad range of 
environmental initiative. The absolute imperative is to move away from parallel play to 
Coozdinated play, to get more from gwemmat resources, to recognizing the complimentarity 
between the goals of different institutions and organizations, to making connections between 
domestic and international agendas, and to widening the reach of United states engagement and 
rcspmsibiiity in Asia. 

. . In this context, the US-AEP has worked hand to promote the idca of leverage in the 
-on of its program (e.g., by requiring significant cost-sharing) and in the 
implementation of its program (e.g., promoting BOOIBOT approaches to the finance of 
environmental in-). It also d t a i n s  a rigofow cost-sharing requirement among both 
country and institutional partners. Pro- in this regard is reflected below. 



1. An Asian Clean Revolution 

Asia's development performance is generally considered successful. The emergence of 
China and India as important players in the world economy, very rapid economic growth 
throughout East and South East Asia, the reorientation of economic premises and strategies in 
South Asia, the rebirth of economic activity in Indo-China, and the burgeoning pattem of trade 
and investment between the region and the industrialized countries all support a positive view 
of Asia's development experknce. 

1992 - 1995 
, 

Yet, success has come at a price. Pressure on the region's resources is intense and 
growing. The driving trends related to public health and the environment are economic and 
demographic (i.e., very rapid growth, urbanization, and xural transformation), resulting in 
serious problems in areas of the urban environment, industrial pollution, atmospheric emissions, 
soil erosion, degradation of water mourccs, deforestation, and loss of natural habith. There 
are also new threats to world systems emanating from the region - global warming, ozone 
depletion, acid rain, deforestation, mass extinctions, and marine degradation. And the real costs 
of environmental degdation are mounting, taking the form of increasing health costs and 
mortality, neduced output in resource-based sectors, and the irreversble loss of biodiversity and 
overall environmental quality. Faced with these trends, it is not surprising that many thoughdul 
observers have concluded that nothing short of a major shift in the Asian development e m  
is required, a shift in the direction of sustainability, in the direction of industrial and urban 
development, of an Asian clean revolution. 

E. Factom Affecting Program Performance 

US-AEP Share 

$62,674,010 

Partner Share 

$1 11,439,479 

Industrial pollution, and its related urban manifestations, is the legacy of technologies 
develaped without regard for eavironmental conseqmcts. Indeed, in Asia, it could be argued 
that industrial pollution is imported insoh as production ~ o l o g i e s  and processes are 
imported, principally from E 7 countries,.including the United States. While in bme respects 
an accurate characterization, it is equally true that technological innovation and industrial 
change come about in response to market and societat demands. If the demand for 
mvironmerrtal quality is clearly articulated, then new technologies can help achieve it. What 
is needed in Asia, then, is a process whereby the envitonmental consequences of products, 
industrial plocesses, and systems become an imponant pcut of the demaud system, measuring 
progress toward minimizing or eliminating adverse industrial environmental impacts through 
greater materials and fuels efficiency, the increased use of inputs, technologies, and industrial 

Total 

$174,113,489 



p- with low environmental costs, waste reduction or avoidance, the recycling of 
TeSidd ,  so that any emissions or efflumts are benign, and where necessary, and the 
deployment of pollution control technologies. 

Against this background, and in response to the 1995 Strategy review, the US-AEP 
Secretariat has organized a series of p country assessments (ongoing) to assess the important 
factars affecting pn,&ram performance. A preliminary catalog of findings follows. 

2. Factom Impeding an Asian Clean Revolution 

Drawing from country assessments completed to date (and from s i d k  assessments by, 
among others, the World Resources Institute), the US-AEP Secretariat has identified seven 
principal impadmats to the realization of a clean industrial revolution in Asia, Eactors which 
obviously will affect program performance. 

There is a very limited demand for clean industrial technology in Asia. One of the 
underlying fktors, of course, is a price structure in which the environmental costs of 
industrial activity are largely ignored. Public regulatory regimes are a way to 
compensate for such market distortions, and most countries in Asia have adopted 
environmental regulatory regimes similar to those in the E 7 countries. But enforcement 
capability is the exception rather than the norm. Industrial firms, faced with legal 
amstmints that appear more theoretical than real, are naturally reluctant to invest in clean 
industrial practice or technology. And, throughout Asia, both government and industry 
subordinate QwirOnmental quality to the rewards of the marketplace. In this 
circumsCance, forward-looking gwcmment policy makers and industrial leaders (in some 
countries) are looking at ways to enhance and refocus demand for environmental quality 
might (e.g., making environmental quality a strategic factor in industrial policy and 
business management, eaforcing infomation disclosure, and promoting standards for 
environmental management). 

The idea of pollution as a "by-productn, as something to be collected or treated at the 
end of the industrial proms, is the premise for environmental law in the E 7 countries 
and, in conseqmee, by countries 'throughout Asia. Although it is obvious in principle 
that pollution p e n t i o n  offers a supexior solution, most regulatory standards are based 
on the limits of known "end-of-pipe" technologies. As a result, firms have little 
incentive to seek out new "cleanern technology to satisfy environmental standards. There 
may be an opportunity, however, in Asia, to by-pass reliance on po11ution-control and 
treatment technologies. The hey to "leap fragging" wiU be making environmental quality 
a stmkgic factar in business management, focusing on clean technologies, clean design, 



clean processes, and clean systems. The modemizing countries in Asia may have the 
unique opportunity to build their industrial economies from the start on technologies that 
are cleaner and inherently more environmentally sustainable. 

iii) D@cient Technical @mc@y. 

The problems of building technical infrastructure, and training industrial managers and 
technicians, are endemic throughout the Asia region. Even where aggregate technical 
capabilities are significant, often certain sectors of the economy and many firms 
@articularly small and medium-sized firms) lack the knowledge, resources, and linkages 
to assess clean technologies, design, industrial pmceses, or systems. Although the lack 
of certain types of uniquely environmental capabilities may hstrate environmental 
improvement, the primary need is to foster the capacity to stimulate technological change 
in general and to embed environmental concerns in this process. Efforts to enhance 
technical capability are already the focus of publicly supported programs in Asia, but 
there has been no systematic effort to see the problem whole (e.g., engaging private 
sector intermediaries, etc.) or to conceptualize, develop, and support comprehensive 
industrial extension systems. 

iv) Zqfonnation Gaps. 

Documentation and dissemination of information about environmental technologies is a 
major focus of programs for upgrading environmental conditions among the E 7 
countries. In the United States, for example, the United States Environmenfal Protection 
Agency maintains a large number of technology data bases; industry organizations like 
the Eledtic Power Reseatch Institute maintain elaborate technology information centess 
and systems; industry associations like the Air and Waste Management Association 
conduct broadly-based continuing education programs; and organizations like McGraw- 
Hill publish industrial and technology books and professional magazines and journals 
for a large industrial audience. Information about technological alternatives is obviously 
an essential precursor to implementation. Yet, these systems are nonexistent or only 
nascent among the modernizing countries in Asia. The common need across the region 
is acquiring practical information suited to individual users' needs. 

For the himmediate future, the industrial sectors of Asia will depend on the experience, 
practk, and technologies of the E 7 countries. In other words, Asian firms will 
continue to import the main part of their hdustrial infrastructure. Barriers of distance 
and culture, of course, must be scaled in all international transactons. These difficulties 
are multiplied if markets, information sources, and the means of matching potential 
partners are poorly developed. Although a number of intermediary institutions exist to 

. facilitate intenrational trade and investment, few focus explicitly on environmental 
technology. Fewer st i l l  foster long-term coope18tive relationships. Many firms in the 



United states, particularly those of small and medium size, are frustrated because they 
do not have the information about markets and potential partners in Asia that they need 
to embark on international venturcs with sisnificant environmental benefits. Many such 
firms are not in the pollutionconbrol industry, but focus on other technologies (industrial 
process technologies) with potential environmental benefits. Similarly, many firms in 
Asia cannot connect with external sources of capital and technology, even though market 
opportunities are s@ifkant. Indeed, the problem of inadequate connections across 
countries, sectors, and firms is a fundamental factor across the board affecting the 
prospects for program success. 

The solution to the environmental issues associated with the industrial sector are not 
entirely within the province of industrial policy or even industry itself. The question of 
environmental infrastructure is fundamentally important, and it is clear that it is woefully 
dcf&.nt throughout the Asia region. There is no way that public investment will be able 
to keep pace with the burgeoning demand for infrastructure generated fiom the private 
sector investment fueling industrial growth and urbanization. More is needed, and the 
only serious option for the required increase in the stock of environmental infrastructure 
appears to be in the apparent interest in municipal finance reform and privatization (both 
of which are related back also to management). If, as is true in Taiwan, only three 
percent of a country is accommodated with environmental infrastructure, regulations, 
even with the widespread use of clean technologies, will not lead to a clean industrial 
~olu t ion .  The infrastncture issue, then, is integral to an Asian Clean Revolution. 

With the sole exception of Singapore, there is as yet no single government in Asia 
explicitly committed to sustainable development as a national goal. Until the countries 
in the Asian region incorporate sustainability concepts in their development plans and 
policies, the prospects for improvement in environmental quality will remain limited. 
Economic decision mntnr must increasingly recognize the linlrs betweem economic and 
environmental policies and goals. As policies are fashioned, diverse objectives must be 
made explicit. Part of the approach is intellectual (i.e., introducing new concepts, 
analytic tools, mefhodologies, etc.), the other part political. The important lesson from 
the American txperience is that until the public bammes m y  informed and actively 
engaged, and until environmental management policies are broadly applied, there wiII be 
little prospect for change in the development regime. 

3. Building-Blocks for An Asian Clean Revolution 

Again, drawing from those country ~.ep~pmcnts completed to date (and from similar 
assessments by, among others, the World Resources Institute), the US-AEP Secretariat has 



identified eleven strategic building-blocks for the realization of a clean industrial revolution in 
Asia, factors which obviously will affect program performance. 

i) Surtajrrrrble Dtvelopment as a National Goal 

The first, and perhaps most fundamental, building-block for an industrial clean 
molution is to reinforce the idea of sustainable devdopment as a national goal 
thmghout Asia. Indeed, this should be the bedrock of the US-AEP program, underlying 
other more targeted objectives. It draws from the United States environmental 
experience, although it is intended to strengthen movement towards sustainability in each 
eligible and participating country in a way that is consistent with its own national 
direction. 

ii) Environmental eualitg as a Stmtegic Factor in Industrirrl Po@ 

For all its vaunted performance, Asia's industrial development is as yet infant. 
Indonesia, for example, has still to install 80 pen;ent of the industrial capacity that it will 
have by the year 2010. New industrial investment in Asia, then, will dominate total 
investment over the next 15 years, providing a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to shift 
industry to clean production and to " leap-frogw the costly, inefficient, and embattled . . experha of the indmtdued countries. This suggests that the environmental future 
for Asia is still to be detemhed. One already glimpses the opportunity for an Asian 
Clean Revolution in countries like Singapore, south Korea, and Taiwan. 

iii) Environmental IMoCmOtiOn Disclosure 

Adequate and accurate information about environmental hazards must underpin all 
environmental stntegk, public and private. Without it, regulatory agencies have no 
scientific basis for standard-setting and enf~fcemalt, firms cannot gauge the extent and 
nature of pollution, and the public is ignorant of the risks it faces. Public disclosure of 
information on the types, amounts, and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q U C M X S  of pollution has significantly 
enhanced the demand for environmental quality in the United States and Europe by 
assuring public awareness and stimulating both government and public action. Since 
broader and more systematic environmental information disclosure in Asia could greatly 
enhance the demand for cleaner technology and production processes, national 
governments there, multinational firms and business asmzUmm, . . 

NGOs, and 
international organizations like USAID all have a stake in institutionalizing it. 

iv) International Stondruds for Environmental iknagement 

In a rapidly globalizing world .economy, the impact of international standards will be 
enormous. Standards can provide congete measures of environmental performance, 
standardize approaches across countries and industries, and, through certification, 



establish some accountability - all of which should, in turn, increase demand for 
environmental know-how and technology within firms. Infernational Standard 14000 is 
one such standard, promoting environmental management systems. Related international 
standards are appearhg under the guise of "greening the supplier chain" (e.g., the 
garment industry) and "environmental due diligence (e.g., the banking and ins~fi~nce 
industries). Each of these international standards has the potential of affecting industrial 
behavior in Asia in the direction of environmental quality (at least, and initially, among 
export industries in the export-oritnted economies of East Asia). 

V) Envbl~ll~ntcrl Quai@ as a Strrttegk Frrctor for Business Management 

l l m c  are a ntmhr of reasons why it may malre good sense for firms in Asia to make 
enviraMleata1 quality a strate& factor in managemat. First, it will send a message to 
society that it intends to be a participant in positive soc id  change. In a more 
immediate context, the commitment to upgrading environmental conditions within the 
firm (i.e., enviranmeatal managemeat) can cement relationships with s u p p ~  and 
cwtomezs @articularly internatid customers). Product quatity can be increased at the 
same time; potential environmental liabilities lessend. Given the inwitable importance 
enviranmartal quality will have in the rapidly rmkmmg 

. . countries of the Asia region 
(is., as the environmental ethos continues to grow, and as the pressures from 
international standards tighten), far-sighted rnanagws (e.g., San Miguel in Philippines) 
are seeing commitments made today as both proactive and prudent. Of course, 
translating statements of principle will be difficult, suggesting that USAD would do well 
to build on the training/consulting opportunities related to IS0 14000 and " gieening the 
supply chain" initiatives. 

As an international development oqpxhtion, thexe is no way USAID itself can directly 
affect change at the firm level. It will be necessary to work with intermediary 
c n p b t h s ,  with mission/vision to change industrial behavior and 
working at the h level. Develapment q a h c e  points in the direction of extension 
(e.g., agriculture, family planning, ctc.). Acoording to a recent study by the General 
Accounting O&ce (GAO), industrial extension has played a major role promoting 
profitability, productivity, and even eavironmental quality in the United States, 
particularly with small and medium-size firms. Expndcd to include the private sector 
(e.g., design eaginegg, architects, managem~lt oonsultants, ctc.), there may be lowcost 
appmchcs to upgdhg indwtrial'extension in the Asian region. It is ccr&inly an a m a  
which might engage private oector prtnca @articularly indugtry associations and larger- 
scale and multinational firms) in lending their cqcrhcc, authority, staff, facilities, and 
financial resources to a systematic upgrading of all potential organizations in a virtual 
industrial extarsion system (including the DSM units of electric utilities, pollution 
pleva~tion agencies of government, industry and professional associations, university- 
based continuing education programs, the design engineering/architecture/constntction 



industry, the management consulting industry, and even the engineering departments of 
larger-scale firms and multinational corporations). 

Private "codes of conductw are widely used by industrial associations to guide the 
behavior of members and to publicly express commitment to certain principles in the 
conduct, of business. The most widely recognized environmental code is probably the 
ICC Business Charter for Sustainable Development, a comprehensive set of guiding 
principles endorsed by over 1,200 firms world-wide. There are a range of similar codes 
and standards in the United States (e.g., GEMI) and among specific industries (e.g., the 
"responsible carew standards of the U.S. Chemical Manufacturns Association). In Asia, 
there are also a few places where industry 'assouaturns 

. . have embarked on campaigns to 
incrtase grassmots support for environmental standards and to train firms (particularly 
d and medium-size firms) in environmental management systems (e.g., Philippines). 
While by no means a "magic bulletw, voluntary standards do draw attention inside and 
outside the asaxhtion to environmental issues, prompting increased commitment. 
Moreover, trade aswaatm . . 

codes can be enforced to some degree since good standing 
in the organhations can be tied to compliance. 

As noted in the preceding section, information about technological alternatives is 
obviously an essential precursor to implementation. Still, little is written (or known) 
about the extent or nature of environmental information deficiencies in the Asia region 
(despite the focus in our country assessments). As a result, the US-AEP has launched 
three pilot field activities (in Jakarta, Manila, and Singapore) to develop a better 
understanding of information deficiencies and requirements. Further, US-AEP has 
initiated a "central" information Eacility in Washington (with GIEGfCTIS) to back-up the 
three field sites and provide information and Services to other US-AEP countries. 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that what many industrial firms in Asia now need is "real- 
timew information and consultation on how to employ cnvkonmental technology so as to 
redm pollution while inCfc8sing productivity and making a profit. Again, the common 
thread in the country assessments to date is the emphasis on acquiring practical 
infinmation suited to individual users' needs. 

fx) Plrpfessionul and Institutinal Linkages 

In intermediation, third parties creak linkages, transmit knowledge, and expedite other 
transactions for principals. The greatex the barriers that separate parties who could 
create relationships of mutual benefit, the greater the need for intermediation. In 
technology areas, the value of intermediation is well-recognized. Venture capital firms 
frequently play this role in the United States, and trading companies have developed 
intermediation to high-art in Japan. Although the contexts may vary by country and 



sector, all of the many institutions that play an interm* role in te~hn010gy 
OOOpefation share a focus on creating connections between the sources of technical 
expertise - in universities, government, industry and professional associations, between 
firms, etc. - and the contexts in which experience, practice, and technologies can be 
profitably be exploited. Mutually beneficial, cooperative, long-term technology-based 
relationships between profeSSionals and organizations in the developed countries and Asia 
are particularly difficult to build. The US-AEP itself, and collaborations with 
organizations like the Air and Waste Management Association, Water & Environment 
Federation, Council of State Governments, National AssoCiation of State Development 
Agencies, and including the DOC, point in the right direction. 

As demonstrated in the case of electric power generation, private capital is a sine quu 
non to any dramatic increase in the stock of environmental infrastructure. Attracting that 
capital has implications for both developed countries and Asian countries. In Asia, it 
will be important to reform national finance to give a more prominent role to municipal 
finance (e.g., municipal bonds), autonomous self-financing utility management, and 
privatization. And, in the United States (as a source of both capital and technology), it 
may be important to work with different parts of a fragmented industry to structure 
'teams' willing and able to develop, invest, build, and operate environmental 
infrastructure projects (particularly on the municipal water and wastewater side). 

There are a set of things happening on the global stage which are creating a pow- 
driver for environmental quality. First, environmental quality is being subsumed within 
the larger quality movement worldwide. Second, the worldwide movement to contract 
manufacturing is extending the concem for environmental quality all along the supply 
chain. New metrics for measuring quality @ormance are also being developed in the 
corporate sector to monitor adhefglce to avironmental quality. Third, contract 
manufacturing is taking place on a global scale.. Fourth, globabtion brings with it 
higher environmental due diligence in project financing. And, fifth, the movement to a 
worldwide environmental standard is taking place outside of government. As countries 
liberalize their economies (andlor expand international trade), these farces will become 
stronger and could well become a very powtrful force for mainstreaming a concern for 
environmental quality in industrial practice. In East Asia, these forces have also proved 
to be a powerfur driver for 'main streaming the envhmment in public policy. 
Associated with this phenomenon is the dmmatic change in the behavior of multinational 
Corporatons (in the direction of environmental quality), and the powerful impact that 
multinationals are having on environmental behavior with their joint venture partners all 
over the world. 



Progress Toward Achievement of the Strategic Objedive 



Part I1 Results Review and Resource Request (R4) 

A.Appmved Strategy (June, 1995) 

In the 1995 Strategy Review, it was agreed that the US-AEP program would focus on 
a single strategic objective: fostering an Asian Clean Revolution. In approving that objective, 
it was agreed that the US-AEP program would address issues related to a "reghid framework" 
for environmental quality, introducing environmental quality as a sfm@ic factor to both 
industrial policy and business management, and reforming municipal w, incl- 
@ vatization, nectssary for hacasing the stock of environmental i d n ~ w t m .  A summary 
outline of the US-AEP strategy follows. 

An Asian Clean Revolution 

I. -: 
Increrrsingly H f i i i t  and Leis Polluting Industrial Regimes 

A. Results: 
EPviFonmental Quality as a Strategic Factor In industrial Policy 

. .. 1. Set: 
Public Policy 

2. m: . .. 
Private Incentives 

B. -: 
Environmental Quality as a Strategic Factor in Basinam Management 

. .. 1. 
Environmental Management as an Industry Standard 

2. m: . .. 
Industrial EKtension Capabilities . .. 3. &tl-: 
Voluntary Standards by Industrial Sector 

C. -: 
Transfer of U.S. Environmental ExpeFieace, T e c h n o l ~ ,  and Practice 

. .. 1. m: 
Information Systems . .. 2. set: 
-systems 



3. m: . .. 
International Partnering 

XI. -: 
krease in the Stock of Environmental Infrastructure 

A. w: 
Munidpal Finance Reform and Privatization 

B. -: 
Transfer of U.S. Environmental Experience, Technologies, and Ractice 

N. 
Sustahble Development as a National Goal 

A. Results (see also Results Package at I. A.1.) 
hcmued Awareness of Sustainability and Environmental Issues 

B. Results (see also Results Package I. A. 1.) 
In- Public Participation in Environmental Activities 

1. hweahgly EfTicient and Less Po- Industrial Regimes 

The urgency and potential environmental benefit of changing the pattern of industrial 
development in Asia can hardly be overstated. Rapid industrial development is predicted 
throughout the region. Indonesia, for example, has yet to install 80 percent of the industrial 
capacity that it will have by the year 2010. If this capacity is built up with environmentally 
sound technologits, optimism about the region's (and world's) environmental future is in order. 
If the technological patterns of the past persist, pessimism is in order. Note that this issue 
(particularly the issue and oppodtdty associated with new investment) is not yet prominently 
on the agenda of most governments in Asia, nor on the agenda of major development 
organidom (c.g., Asian Development Bank, World Bank, ctc.), nor major economic 
organizations (e.g., APEC, MEAN, etc.). 

It was agreed that the US-AEP will work to promote increasingly efficient and less 
polluting industrial regimw throughout the Asia region. Working in ten target countries, 
activities seek to strengthen and expand inkntivcs for environmental quality within the industrial 
regime, increase the use of environmental cwsiderations in business decision-making, and 
reduce market imperfections to facilitate an incrmse in environmental technology transfer from 
the United States to Asia. 



2. Increase in the Stock of Environmental Infrastructure 

Most countries in the Asia region are falling behind in the provision of environmental 
systems and services to poor households (e.g., clean water, waste water, and solid waste 
management) and to indwtrial units (e.g., waste water, hazardous waste management, etc.). 
This is because -on and economic growth are way out ahead of government systems and 
senrices, and economic reform agendas are putting pressurc on government budgets. This is 
particulatly so among the developing countries in the region. 

It was agreed that the US-AEP will work to increase the stock of environmeatal systems 
andservicesavailabletopoor~Idsinurbanareasandindustrialunits~outtheAsia 
region. With emphasis on the four USAID-assisted countries in Asia (including Thailand which 
was a presence country initially), activities seek to strengthen and expaad the incentives for 
private and community i n v m t  in environmental infrastructure and reduce 'market 
imperfections to facilitate an increase in environmental infrastructure investment from the United 
States in Asia. 

3. Sustainable Development as a National Goal 

Very rapid economic and population growth, radical structural change, the craving for 
steady increases in per capita income, the detgmination to eliminate poverty, and other 
development pressures put enormous strain on environmental systems. Even where the initial 
development cJrperience has been successful, as in East Asia, there is concern that it cannot be 
sustained. As suggested earlier, pollution, resource degradation, resource inefficiency, deficits 
in environmental in-, global warming, and the loss of biological diversity lead to 
questions about the sustainability of economic development trends in the Asia region and give 
a sense of urgency to rethinking the economic development concept. 

It was agreed that the US-AEP will work to strcngthea a growing consensus about 
sustainable development and environmental quality throughout the region. Specifically, 
activities will seek to stmgthen the CaViTOIllIIental regime and levels of public awareness and 
participation in ten target countries. 

B. Indicators 

There is continuing discussion within USAID concerning strategy for the US-AEP 
program. Much of the intellectual work related to environmental indicators was developed in 
response to national efforts to measure environmtal quality and policy performance (see the 
World Resource Institute's -- 

D e v e m ,  
1995). Them also is ongoing work at the World Bank (see, for cxamplc, 
Data, 1994, and 9 . . , 1995) and at the Asian Development 
Bank (see, for example, Harvard U n i d t y ' s  
1995). Much of this work is complex, and mo 



the US-AEP. The World Bank's recent publication, for example, gives short shrift to the 
industrial sector (compared with either agricultm or natural zesources), and the Asian 
Development Bank's work does not t ab  account of the new-investment phenomenon in Asia. 

The US-AEP Secne&iat is developing infixmation, and indicators, for ANE's 
performance review and budgetary process (i.e., its R4), for USAID's public affairs and 
outreach requirements (i.e., its PPIS), and for the US-AEP's Secretariat's own portfolio 
m - t  review and vulnerability assessment responsibilities (i.e., SOIR). The following 
preseatation is specifically geared to USAID's Results Review and Resources Request (R4) and 
is opea to furthex discussian, refinement, and/or d o n .  Indicators for the R4 do not track 
each activity (e.g., NASDA grants), nor each element of the strategy (e.g., incentives, business 
managemmt, and technology transfer for the clean technologies and environmental management ' 
c o m w t ) .  That informatian will be available through the PPIS (output indicators) and SOIR 
(process indicators). Rather, the indicators for the R4 will capture developmeat outcomes. 

C. Fmgms Toward Achievement of the Strategic Objective 

1. Strategic Objective 

The US-AEP proposes four indicators to measure progress toward achievement of the 
str&gic objective. 

First: The pollution intensity of industrial value-added decreasing throughout Asia. To 
measure progress towards an industrial clean revolution, it is necessary to distinguish between 
what i s  clean and cleaner ( k ,  a measure of the industrial process, not of the environment as 
such). Ambient measures are insufficient (and uNwliable in any event). Why? Because ambient 
coditions may improve without any change in pollution intensity (e.g., because of a shift in 
industrial composition). Conversely, of course, ambient conditions may decline while pollution 
intmsity improves (e.g., because of very rapid growth in the industrial sector). Further, such 
indices will be a sine quu non to making pollution intensity a strategic factor in industrial policy. 
Without it, a f k  all, regulatory agencies concaned with new investment have no scientific basis . 

for standard-setting and enforcement, kgishtive bodies and policy agencies have no basis for 
policy finmulation, and firms cannot gauge the extent and nature of pollution emanating from 
any particular technology or industrial process. At the moment, standards for pollution indices 
are being studied and developed (e.g., in Taiwan and South Korea, at the World Bank, etc.). 
Tbe US-AEP Sacretariat is Jupporting this development (e.g., by establishing an enviranmmtal 
policy centex and supporting related work of the National Academy of Engherhg to acc&mte 
these developments and to build collaboration and consensus among relevant pftssionals and . . in Asia, among Asion countries, and with the United States. Recently, in the US- 
AEP/India joint assessment and programming d, the Confederation of Indian Industries 
(CII) indicated that they were about to cmbark on collecting such data. US-AEP will furnish 
CII with a small grant to accoxnplish this task for sekcted Indian industries. 



Second: Iweased i n m d  in cleanpmdvaion technohgia. While ambient standards 
arguably are the best measure of environmental quality, and pollution intensity indices the best 
measure of the industrial process, there is woefully little reliable informaton available to support 
either . This indicator is suggested as an inmediate measure. The idea of an Asian Clean 
Revolution is organhd around the Opportunity inherent to new investment. Positive 
enviranmental impact, then, will be in evidence only out beyond the life of the program and 
undoubtedly will lag behind industrial growth. The objective, of anuse, is to get in front of the 
investment curve. Three memmmcnts are off&, then, in substitute: I) the import of 
envinwunental goods and senrias incrursing as a percentage of total industrial imports; ii) the 
import of new industrial process equipment increasing as a percentage of total industrial imparts; 
and iii) the import of used industrial process equipment decreasing in total dollar value. These 
three measures (or indicators) are probably the most relevant and most readily available. The 
indicator assumes, of course, that Asian countries will continue to rely on imparts for industrial 
plant and equipment, and that import figures for environmental goods and suvices and new 
process equipment will reflect Asian tendencies towards clean production and clean production 
pnrctices. 

Third. In- in envimnm~lttal i-tnrcnue dcriwdjhm municipalities andprivate 
sowccs. The simple argummt is that more environmental infrastnrchm is required (given 
existing deficits and rapid rates of industrialization and urbanizaton). Statistics on persons 
served is not weful given the mix of social and indwtrial inf'rastrucbre captured under the 
rubric of envinrnmental infrastrucftlre. The only way to assum a dramatic and sustained increase 
in the stock of environmental infrastnrcture is through reform of municipal finance (including 
reorganization of the management of infrastructure activity) and through privatization. What is 
important to measure, then, is whether there is sufficient change in the investment mix to 
suggest that the stock of environmartal is likely to increase. 

Fourth Surtainable dtwlop~ncnt as a national goal. While it can be argued that even 
official commitments of governments are oftentimes empty, it is equally certain that an Asian 
Clean Revolution will remain illusory without the TeOficntation of the development paradigm 
around sustahbitity concepts. In this regard, it is important to define the Strategic Objective 
in development as well as environmental terms. US-AEP seeks the following elements: rapid 
economic growth, reductions in the absolute numbers of poor, improvements in income 
distribution, concern for environmental quality, and evidence of pluralism and democratic 
institutims. 

2. Fkst Intermediate Result 

The first intermediate result is defined in terms of: INCREASINOLY mcnm AND LESS 
m- THBOUGHOUT ASIA. The US-AEP proposes three Results 

Packages in furtherance of the result. 

FPlst Results Package: h?ngthcn and eqvand incentiw for envimnmental quality. The 
objective here is to menforce public policy and private incentives that might affect or condition 



industrial bebavior in the direction of environmental quality. The US-AEP Secretariat proposes 
two indicators for measuring streagtheaed and wrpanded public policy, and thme indicators 
for measuring strengthened and qanded private incentives: 

- : The idea is to measure 
govemment progress toward main streaming environmental quality as a 
strakgk factor in industrial policy. As noted earlier, government a t  
needs to establish a basis for standard-sctting and enforcement, a basis 
firms can thea use to make informed technology choice and to gauge their 
own pufarmance and compliance. They, then, need to make that basis 
or standard a public policy goal and arganize regalations and incentives 
mund those bases or standards. After careful analysis and discussion 
(with the National Acadcmy of Engineering), the US-AEP Sumtariat 
proposes 'pollution prevention of industrial value-added" as a measure of 
industrial performance and a country index as the indicator of program 
performance. 

- Di-: The idea again is to measure 
government progress toward main streaming environmental quality as a 
.strategic hctor in industrial policy. As noted earlier, adequate and 
accurate information about environmental hazards must underpin all 
environmental strategies, public and private. Without it, regulatory 
agencies have no scicatific basis for standard-setting and dbrcement, 
firms cannot gauge environmental progress. After careful review ofathe 
environmental policy literature and eqeaience (including the 
comprehensive survey work of the Ofke Technology Assessment), the 
US-AEP Secretariat -proposes "environmental information disclosure" as 
a measure of public performance and a country index as the indicator of 
programperf-=* 

- -: Perhaps the most important impetus towards 
environmental quality in the industrial xegime will be the pressure from 
the IS0 14000 international environmartal standard (particularly as it 
a f f '  export industries). A national base to promote IS0 14000 and 
related environmental management systems is probably necessary to maLe 
IS0 14000 an effective incentive. Without a national base, the IS0 
movement will continue rooted among the developed countries and seen 
in Asia as an outside for&, not inmnnlired. Given the sensitivity of 
Asian business to the requirements of the international marketplace (as 
revealed in country assessments), the US-AEP Secrerariat proposes the 
"national presence of an IS0 organization" in each of ten target countries 
as' a measure of private incentives and an indicator of program 
pedarmance. Other measures might include, for example, chemical 
industriw adopting "responsible carea. 



- the Suoplv Q&: As noted immediately above, a major 
impetus towards environmental quality will be reflected in the international 
trade regime (e.g., IS0 14000). A second growing pressure point in 
internatid staradards is reflected by the movement to "green the supply 
chain". The movemeat was born in Europe and is growing in the United 
States. After almost a year-long study of the mwemeat (with particular 
attention to activity in California and the Pacific Northwest), the US-AEP 
Secretariat proposes that the number of supplying firms in Asia (or, if 
measurable, perhaps the value-added product of Asian firms) 
affected/coveted by "green screens" from arderinglbuying firms in the 
United States as a measure of private inceativcs and an Micator of . 

program@-= 

Due D- . . - : Another lever in the direction of 
environmental quality for industrial investment may be developing from 
among those financial institutions (e.g., banks, insurance companies, 
pension funds, etc.) practicing "environmental due diligence" in 
examining new credit and investment proposals. Movement in this area 
will be principally conditioned by "liability standards", but the World 
Bank has also been pressing government finaucial institutions, and there 
is some movement within the financial community iW to treat the issue 
as a voluntary standard. There also may be some pressure from ASEAN. 
After almost a year-long study (including pilot exchanges in collaboration 
with the ASEAN Secretariat), the US-AEP Secrdariat plaposes that the 
number of d t  and investment institutions in Asia practicing 
"environmental due diligence" as a measure of private incentives and an 
indicator of program Perfofmance. 

Second Results Package: Znmased use of envSn0nmnurrl considemiions in business 
deciswn-muking. The objective here is to reglforce business behavior, specifically promoting 
environmental quality as a strat@c factor in business management and the increased practice 
of environmental management at the firm level. The US-AEP Secretariat proposes three 
indicatom for measuring the pick-up of environmental management as an industry standard, the 
upgrading of industrial extension, and the adoption of voluntary environmental standards by 
industry. 

- Environmer\tal: The ideahere is to try to establish 
environmental management concepts, practices, and systems in each of ten 
target countries. For purposes of the Results Package, the Secretariat 
includes pollution control, waste miaimization, pollution pent ion ,  clean 
production, total quality environmatal management, and total quality 
managcmcnt. After cardul analysis (including a commissioned study by 
HIID and Booz,Alh) and discusion, the US-AEP Secretariat proposes 
an 'environmental ladder" as a measure for the rootadness of 



environmental management systems in each of ten target countries and a 
country index as the indicator of program performance. 

- -: USAID experhce with capacity-building puts a 
premium on 'training of the trainers" (e.g., experience with agriculture 
and family planning). The idea here is to focus attention and resources 
on intermediary wens which can develop and deliver management 
training and support for promoting environmental management systems, 
and then to link that system to good (and sustaining) sources of 
environmentnllindustrial e.xperbce, practice, and technologies (see 
technology transfa under the Third Results Package). In consultation 
and collaboration with USAD missions in Indmesia and Philippines, and 
with the Global Bureaus EP3 Project, the US-AEP Secretariat proposes to 
measure the capacity of industrial extension as a measure of the rootedness 
of environmental management systems in each of ten target countries and 
to use a country index as the indicator of program performance. 

- bv m: There is something of a 
consensus that industrial aSSOciation (reflected in industrial associations) 
can be a useful starting point for promoting environmental quality as a 
strategic fgctar in business management (e.g., voluntary standards, 
training, international partnership, etc.). There is less consensus on what 
the 'touchssone" might be. For the next year or so, the US-AEP 
hxetarht (based on the regional experience and recommendation of its 
ED contractor, Louis Berger Intl.) praposes to measure the number of 
industrial sactors c o v d  by voluntary standards as a measure of both the 
' ~ "  of industrial sectors and the rootedness of environmental 
management systems in each of ten target countries and to use that 
measureasanindicatorofprograrnperf0~m811~e. 

ThiFd Results Package: lIhe trMsfer of U.S. e n v i m d  experience, technologies, 
undpmuice. The objective here is reduce the impediments to the environmmtal and industxial 
technology transfer. The US-AEP Secretariat praposes a shgk indicator for measuring the 
results of technology transfer, although there are three activity sets - information, finance, and 
intunational partncring - in support of the intermediate objective. Each of those activities has 
independent output indicators which are available from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

- v v  
Goods The best proxy for technology transfa (U.S.lAsia) 
is the value of international sales, licenses, joint ventures, and 
investments. This is easily measured, and the Secretariat believes that the 
value of avironrnental transactions will capture forward movement vis a 
vis clean proass technology as well (or will serve as a proxy for 
mursuring the direction of clean technology purchases). Sales are the 



measure most commonly used by the United States Department of 
Commerce (DOC) and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) for 
technology transfer pick-up in the United States. The US-AEP 
Secretariat, therefore, proposes envinwmental sales from the United States 
in ten target countries in Asia as a measure of technology transfer and an 
indicator of program performance. See Annex II. 

3. Second Intermediate R e d t  

The second intermediate result is defined in terms of: INCI~BASB IN THE STOCK OF 
P N V W O ~ A L ~ U C N R E ~ O ~ U T A S A .  'REUS-AEPSeclregriaSpraposesturo 
Results Packages in fbthemm of the result. 

First Results Package: Mudcipalflnance rcfonn andprivlatitation. The objective here 
is to reenforce municipal finance (and management) reform and privatization. The US-AEP 
Segetariat proposts a sbgle indicator far measuring reform. 

- In-t in F- The simple 
argwnent is that more environmental infrastnrcture is required (given 
existing deficits and repid rates of industrjalization.and m). The 
only way to assure a dramatic iacreasc in the stock of environmental 
infrastructure is through reform of municipal finance (and management) 
and privatization. The US-AEP Sacretariat (based on a careful six-month 
assesmat under$lhen by the American Consulting Engineers Council, 
International Resourm Group, and K&M Engina#ing ) praposes two data 
sets to mtasm whether there is a marked uptake in the stock of 
environmental infrastructure (i.e., funding from municipalities and 
privatization) in i n f i v e  target countries in Asia and as an indicator of 
programperf-. 

Second Results P r L y e :  'Ihc tmqfb of U.S. arvimnmcntal experience, practice, and 
technologies. The objective hae is reduce the impldimats to the environmc~~tal and industrial 
technology transfer. The US-AEP kxebdat proposes a single indicator far measuring the 
results of technology transfer. 

- 
S- The best proxy for technology bransfer 

the value of international sales, licenses, joint ventures, and 
investments. Thisiscadymeasured,andtheSecre&iat~csthatthe 
value of ~1vironmmtal transactions will capture forward moykent vis a 
vis clean proass technology as well (or wiU serve as a proxy for 
mtasuring the direction of clean technology purchases). Salw arc the 
measure most commonly used by the United States Department of 
Commerce OQ, and Council on Environmental Quality (0 for 



technology pick-up in the united States. The US-AEP Semtarht, 
thdore, proposes environmental sales from the United States in ten 
target countries in Asia as a measure of technology transfer and an 
indicator of program performance. 

4. Third Intermediate Result 

The third intermediate result is defined in terms of: SUSTUNABLB DBVEIDPMENT AS A 
NATIONAL GOAL THROUGHOUT ASIA. 'h us-= seCRb& tW0 b S U b  h h g e S  
in fwtheamce of the result. 

F k t  Results Fawe:  Increased public 4wyucness ofsustainabiiity and environmental 
ismes. The initial objective here is to promote increased public awareness through 
envinrnmental infomation disclcwurc. The US-AEP S-t prqmcs a single indicator for 
measuriag reform. Over time, the US-AEP Secretariat proposes to expand its activity set 
directad to this intermediate objective and result. 

- : As noted earlier, adequate and 
h k m e t l t a l  hazards must underpin all 
environmental strategies, public and private. Without it, the public has 
no way of tracking public policy or progress towards environmental 
quality. After careful review of the environmental policy litaature and 
experiauc (including the comprehauive swey work of the Office 
Tachnology Assesmmt), the US-AEP Secretariat proposes 
'environmental information disclosure" as a measure of public 
performance and a country index as the indicator of program 
performance. 

Second Results Package: Zncrt?ardpublicparticip~~on in envimnmen&l activities. The 
initial objective here is to promote increased public participation through environmental 
informaton disclosure. The US-AEP krebrht pp.opoocs a single indicator for measuring 
reform. Ova time, the US-AEP Sccrrtpriat pmposes to expand its activity set d i d  to this 
intermediate objective and result. 

- m: As noted earlier, adequate and 
accurate infMmatiOn about mvircmmental hazards must underpin all 
environmental &rategk, public and private. Without it, the public has 
no way of tracking public policy or progress towards environmental 
quality, and no basis on which to engage in promoting compliance. After 
careful review of the environmental policy literatwe and experience 
(including the comprehauive survey work of the Office Technology 
Assessmart), the US-AEP Secretariat proposes "environmental 
information disclosurew as a measure of public performance and a country 
index as the indicator of program performance. 



Part 111 

STATUS OF THE MANAGEMENT CONTRACT 



PaFt III Management Contract 

A. Summary 

As part of the 1995 Review of Strategic Plans and Action Plans (June, 1995), agnement 
was on the direction of the US-AEP program. Several USAID offices in Washington, 
as well as several missions (i.e., India, Indonesia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and the Regional 
Support Mission) submitted issues for consideration at the Strategic Review. The strategy for 
the US-AEP program was approved, subject to certain comments andactions to be completed. 

1. An Asian Clean Revolution. It was agreed that the strategy will &us on promoting 
an Asian clean technology revolution. To achieve the objective, it was agreed that the US-AEP 
program will continue to mobilize U.S. experience, technology, and practia in support of 
envinrnmental improvement in the industrial sector, particularly in new plant aud aquipmcnt in 
Asia. In addition, it was agreed that the US-AEP will continue to work on water, waste water 
and solid waste management for the poor in urban areas, in collaboration with bilateral missions 
and the Global Bureau as appropriate. 

2. Management Contract. The US-AEP Secretariat was authorized to proceed with 
implementing the revised strategy and reporting on results. Formal &gations of authority to 
manage and implement the strategy under a re-engineered USAID system were deferred until 
USAID itself finatizes rcmaining operational considerations (e.g., content and detail of the 
USAID-US-AEP management contract, the extent of the dekgations of authorities, etc.). At that 
later time, it was agreed that ANE would work with the US-AEP Secretariat to .mvert the 
approved strategy agreement into a formal management contract. This R 4 document outlines 
the proposed new formal management contract bctwem ANE and the US-AEP Secretariat . . 

3. Tbe US-AEP as a Model. The ANE Bureau confirmed its judgment that the US- 
AEP program is one of the Agency's key assets to respond to important environment issues in 
Asia. Comments, recommendations, and action items fnnn the Strategic Rcview were intglded 
to enable the Bureau and Secretariat to make the changes to assure that it remains so. It was 
agreed that what is needed is a major perceptual change in the way development is defined and 
pursued, taking into account the arvironmental consequencw of high industrial p w t h  in Asia, 
in essence the pursuit of a "clean technology revolution". The ANE Bureau reiterated its belief 
that the US-AEP model, even with limited resources, can mobilize U.S. experience, technology, 
and practice in support of environmental improvement in the industrial sectars in Asia. The b y  
ward is "mobilize", seeking to engage professionals and oqanimions from the United States 
in Asia in response to mutual objectives and advantage. It was also agreed that, wcr time, the 
US-AEP may also be a useful model for development promotion in other situations and regions. 

- 



B. Spec& Findings 

1. Choice of Strategic Approach. In discussion, it was recognized that there are a 
number of approaches that US-AEP could have taken in developing its strategy (e.g., a mission- 
support approach, a focus on technology transfedchoice, a constraints-resolution approach, an 
export-promotion approach, etc.). Given the type of investments US-AEP has already made, 
the ~csults of the Winrock Analysis, the broad base of technology available, and the fact that the 
Bureau as a whole tends to program around development problems, it was agreed that the 
amstmints approach was the one best mflecting the US-AEP program. 

2. StFategic F'ramework. It was agreed that although the Strategy Document reflected 
a mnmted effort to provide focus for a large and complex program, industrial pollution 
treatment and prevention procews should be the major focus of US-AEP. The strategic 
strwhm was reframed into a single Strategic Objective: "Promote an Asian Clean Technology 
Revolution. ' This appmach retaias the industrial pollution aspects of the earlier proposed SO-2 
as the centerpiece, incorporates the appfopriate regional policy/incentive aspccts of SO-1, and 
leverages the value-added aspects that US-AEP brings to mission and Global Bureau urban water 
supply activities as proposed SO-3 program outcomes. It was agreed that the US-AEP 
Secretatiat, in coordination with ANE and Global Bureaus, would further redineIntamediate 
Results under this Strategic Objective, to better rdlect the new program focus as well as GEJW 
and US-AEP collaboration. 

3. Management Objectives. It was agreed that the Management Objectives proposed 
by the US-AEP Secretatiat be folded into one objective for the Bureau, emphasizing that US- 
AEP is one of several ANE Burcau models for testing alternative ways of delivering U.S. 
development assistance in presence and nonpresence countries. 

4. Decision Rules. It was agreed that the Decision Rules as proposed, when taken 
together with the screening effects of the Strategic Framewmk, Mission Strategies, and planned 
Country Assessments, are adequate for proceeding with the strategy, as approved. 

5. Program Focus, It was agrecd that the US-AEP would focus its program on 
industrial efficiency, and urban water, waste-water, and solid waste infrastnrcture. Given the 
revised framework, US-AEP will phase out of "blue and green" areas in a gradual and orderly 
manner. It was further agreed that the US-AEP Secre&riat and Global Bureau would continue 
to work together to ass= complementarity of their pmgrams. Attachment II constitutes a list 
of the typr of activities the US-AEP is no longa working in or will k phasing out of during 
the Action Plan period. 

6. Biodiversity. Given the industrial pollution emphasis of the US-AEP under the new 
Strategic Framework, it was agreed that activities in biodiversity no longer tightly fit. 



specifically: 

a. It was agreed that management of the Biodiversity Consemation Network 
would be phased over to the Global Bureau in a gradual, orderly manner. This 
has been completed. A Working Group, consisting of representatives from US- 
AEP, other offices in ANE, and Global Bureau was formed to - the best 
way this phasing could take place. The Working Group took into account the 
upcoming evaluation of the Biodiversity ConScNation Network, PPC Bureau's 
Biodiversity Strategy, the guidelines of USAID'S Research Council, an 
continuation of the waiver to work in nonpresence countries for this activity. 
Thus BCN remains a part of US-AEP for public purposes and funding. 
Management has been transferred to Global and both Global and US-AEP review 
its performance. 

b. It was further agreed that the Working Group would also consider the disposition of 
non-BCN biodiversity activities (Convention on Intenrational Trade in Endangered 
Species-CIl'ES, and Training with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service- 
USFWS). This has also been done, and each of these activities has been brought to an 
orderly completion. 

7. Relationship with Global B-U. It was agreed that a Working Group would be 
f d ,  consisting of representatives of ANE and Global Bureau, to look at issues concerning 
the US-AEP and Globat Bureau relationship. The Group was to formulate a vision of how joint 
planning and programming will proceed in both presaKx d nonpresglce countriis. There 
have been continuing discussions with the Global Bureau, and there appears to be a smooth 
working arrangement at this stage. 

8. Customer Focus. US-AEP was charged with moxe clearly articulating an expanded 
relationship with Asian partners and customer focus in its upcoming Customer Service Plan. 
Country &mats are undenvay and should be completed by June, 1996. 

9. Other Regions. The US-AEP model may in time be used in other parts of the world. 
If there is a generalized demand, it was agreed that Global may want to .test out the US-AEP 
apprmch to see how it works. In fact, there has been significant progress in this area (e.g., 
EINA, urban infrastructure, etc.) in the Latin America and Caribbean region. This is an 
important development particularly as one looks at the prospects for development assistance and 
the Administrator's commitment to "partnership" approaches. 

C. Action Plan 

1. Budget Reduction Scenarios. It was recognized that because US-AEP does not have 
fixed multiyear commitments of a bilateral USAID program, it does have flexibility to cope with 
sizable budget reductions by reali;gning or adjusting program components. If the budget dips 



below $10 million, however, it was agreed that the US-AEP will need to consider dropping its 
urban infrastructure activities. 

2. Country Presence. While US-AEP maintains the flexibility to work in any of 34 
countries in Asia, it will continue to concentrate its efforts in ten focus countries: Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sin%apore, Philippines, India, Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, and 
Malaysia. It was agreed that designation of specific funding levels for each country, however, 
is not practical as it would diminish US-AEP's flexibility to respond to demand. 

3. Resoume M&/ Program Cost-Benefrt. To facilitate comparison with othet models of 
development assistance delivery, a need was recognized to be able to determine the "cost of 
running the US-AEP program". It was agreed that the Bureau would work with US-AEP to 
determine how the costs and benefits of the program can be calculated, in a manner that allows 
comparability with other ANE investments. Progress in this regard is reflected in the Resources 
section following. 

4. Kpeline. It was recognized that US-AEP's pipeline was not too large -if anything, on 
the low side. This does not present the same kind of problem faced by bilateral missions, 
however, as US-AEP does not have the mortgage problem found in multiyear bilateral 
agreements. It was recognized that if the funding gets tight, US-AEP would pare back on its 
response to demands for services. 

5. Category C Projects. It was recognized that the US-AEP was designed in a manner 
similar to that being used under mengineering principles. As a result, there are na "projects" 
per se. When there are poor performing activities, US-AEP simply does not put more money 
into them. 

6. Refiiement of Program Indicators. It was pointed out that the proposed indicators at 
many points, at the SO and PO levels, need refinement of definition. This was considered to 
be especially true since the Strategic Framework was being substantially changed. This 
document reflects a fundamental reworking of indicators, and a significant reworking of 
activities. 

- 
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Part .IV Resource Requirements 

1. Overview 

Annex I summarizes the results of a program planning exercise organized wer the period 
November, 1995 - March, 1996. The exercise included professional panels of outside experts 
(private and public sector), existing implementing organizations, and other USAID offices and 
bureaus. This exercise includes the ongoing country assessments designed to better incOrpOfate 
an Asian m v e .  The transformation from the older strategy to that approved in June, 
1995, is reflected in the Annex. Note that the activity list reflects the thinking emerging from 
the program planning exercise, independent of actual budget. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the 
resource levels required to make progress toward achieving the US-AEP stmkgic objeztive (LC., 
"fostering a clean technology revolution in Asia"). These request levels are built on the 
following assumptions: 

FY 96 - $18.3 million 

FY 97 - $20.0 million base 
$16 million (base minus 20 percent) 

FY 98 - $18.0 million base (base minus 10 percent) 
$14.0 million base (base minus 30 percent) 

' 

FY 96, US-AEP would be able to continue existing activities 
that are consistent with the revised strategy (e.g., EEP and EJP), initiate the most important 
activities identified during the program planning exercise, and maintain aU its strategic objective 
targets. A continuing issue, of course, is the amount of budgetary transfer to Global needed to 
support BCN. Cash flow analysis shows that no more than $1.5 million was necded by BCN 
in PY 1996 to maintain operatbs. However, Biodiversity earmark requirements have raised 
that to a possible maximum of $3.545 million. US-AEP is in the process of transferring the 
base $1.5 million to Global and will convey the balance, as required, before the end of FY 
1996. 

$20.0 level for FY 97 . . , US-AEP's c-t results framework would 
remain viable, and it would be able to initiate virtually all of the activities idrntified during the 
program planning exctciSe. A continuing 'caveat, of course, is the remaining ANE commitment 
to the Global Bureau for BCN. 

the $16 . . "base 20 20" 1- fm FY 97 , US-AEP's current results 
framework would rcmaiu viable, although certain indicators related to the "technology transferw 
under Intermediate Resultl/Rcsults Package No. 3 would be tliminated, and certain projected 
new activities under Intermediate Result 1Results Package 3 would not be initiated. Under this 



scenario, it would also be important to scrutinize the BCN requirement which may have to be 
reduced proportionately. 

the $18.0 . . 10 -percentn level for FY 98 , US-AEP's current results 
framework would remain viable by reducing slightly the numbers of exchanges and grants and 
by some adjustment in the aUocations/criteria for nonpresence countries. 

~QI FY 98, tht current results 
framework would have to be revised by reducing Results Packages 2 and 3 from Intermediate 
Result 1 (i.e., "increased use of environmental considerations in business decision-making" and 
'tecSmalogy transfan) and by stretching out some portion of the remairring BCN requirement 
into FY 99. 

-: The entire US-AEP program is allocated from environment funds, and 
most activities relate directly to greenhouse gas reduction. Given the emphasis on the quality 
of industrial investment, and the direction of the growth paradigm in Asia, it may also be 
possible (desirable) to allocate some portion of US-AEP requirements from economic growth 
funds. The agency's commitment to biodiversity (and ANE's continuing commitment to BCN) 
obviously continues to affect resource availabilities for the US-AEP. 

2. Propammatic Priorities 

At the Review of Strategic Plans and Action Plans (June, 1995), it was determined to limit 
the US-AEP program to a single strategic objective. While that would appear to eliminate the 
necessity of further discussion, the US-AEP hmtarht  has, nevertheless, undertaken to sub- 
divide the single objective into three distinct intermediate results which are discussed in the 
following priority order. 

tNo. 1 - 1 n c r e a s i n g l v m d d  
This intermediate result constitutes the first priority. It is subdivided into three results 
packages, dincted to I) strengthened and expanded incentives for environmental quality, ii) 
increased use of environmental considerations in business decision making, and iii) transfer of 
U.S. environmental technologies, practice, and experkace. 

As noted above, the US-AEP Secretariat organized a major program planning exercise over 
the period November, 1995 - March, 1996 to organize and refocus intermediate objective No. 
1. A set of new activities were identified which would make-up the first two results packages, 
and existing activities were fcexamined fcir the third results package (which is brought forward 
from the earlier Technology Cooperation component). 

In FY 1996, major new activity is planned for results package No. 1 (incentives), including 
the organization of a policy center, organization of an international policy network, a new 
collaboration with GalifOrnia EPA, and new initiativts directed to voluntary business standards 
(i.e., IS0 14000) and environmental screenhg by financial institutions. The total new 



investment is estimated at $465,000. Investments will also be made in continuing activities with 
USEPA ($225,000) and the Asia Foundation for NGO/Business cooperation. In addition, almost 
$900,000 of EIP and EEP resources are dedicated to results package No. 1. Total resources 
$1,490,000. 

In FY 1996, major new activity is also planned for results package No. 2 (business decision 
making), including a set of activities directed to environmental management systems ($535,000) 
and sector-specific initiatives ($599,000). In addition, almost $1.220 million of EIP, EEP, and 
EPA resources are dedicated to mults package No. 2. Total resources $2,354,000. 

In FY 1996, there are no new major activities proposed for results package No. 3 (save the 
addition of pollution prevention engineers in two pilot locations ($300,000) and seed funding 
for a "clean technologies" fund, $150,000. In addition, there is almost $2,940 million for EIP, 
EEP, NASDA, and EI'NA. Total resources $6,632,000. 

- of -: This intermediate 
result represents second priority. Total resources projected for FY 1996 are $2,125 million, 
divided between $625,000 for financial reform and $1,500,000 for technology transfer. The 
major new activity for FY 1996 is the proposed coaperative agreement with the American 
Consulting Engineers Council ($525,000). 

Result - S-le Dewel-: This intermediate result is coincident with 
the first and does not constitute a separate priority. The budgetary allocation of $150,000 is for 
the proposed policy center. 

B-: A total of $3.6 million is proposed for FY 1996. 

3. Threshold Level 

If the program level available to the US-AEP (excluding biodiversity) for any fiscal year falls 
below $10 million, such a level would force the Secretariat to restructure its strategic 
framework, eliminating the second intermediate result (environmental infrastructure) in its 
entirety. It would also mult in a 40 percent reduction in the allocation to tachnology transfer 
under the first intermediate mult @resewing more consistent levels for incentives and business 
=P=ity)* 

4. Mission Collaboration 

During the year, the mission has launched intensive collaborative programming efforts with 
the missions in India, Indonesia, and Philippines. Certain assumptions of associated funding 
from those three missions are built into US-AEP resource projections. In this regard, it is 
important for ANE to detamine the relationship between mission priorities to areas covered by 
the US-AEP and any assumptions it may have about US-AEP activity in those countries. Under 



c m m t  policy guidance, the Secretariat would be precluded from allocating resources to areaS 
not identified as mission priority. This is a critical issue to be addressed during the review. 

B. Program Management Requirements: Operating Eqeases and Staffing 

During the past year, the US-AEP Secretariat has significantly expanded its programmatic 
reach to include a new set of program activities directed to industrial development and 
eaviranmental management, engaging national gweznments, the inttmational financial 
institutions, nongovernmental organizations, the private sector, and political assoCiations such 
as APEC and MEAN. Most of these new activities and have engaged Secretariat staff and its 
partnas in direct dialog and engagement with an increasing number of relationships in the 
United States and throughout Asia. Coincident with this evolution, the Secretariat has 
amsolidated its activity partfolio and project managcment staff into an optrations unit. 

For FY 1996, the Secregriat requests six U.S. direct hire positions, five in Washington and 
one in Manila. The operating budget for the Manila Office is $186,700. For travel of 
Washington staff, the request level is $24,700. 

For FY 1997, the US-AEP Secretatiat quests five U.S. direct hire positions, four in 
Washingtcm and one in Manila. The operating budget for Manila is $195,000. For travel of 
Washingtcm staff, the request level is $40,000.' 
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UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: An Asian Clean Revolution 

1 SO Indicator 1.2: Increased Investment in Clean Production Technologies 

I Unit of Measure: Three Data Sets: i) the import of environmental goods and services 
increasing as a percentage of total industrial imports; ii) the import of new industrial . 
process equipment increasing as a percentage of total industrial imports; iii) the import 
of used industrial process equipment decreasing in total dollar value; and iv) energy 
efficiency of industrial output. 

I Sources: The international trade statistics of ten target countries (i.e., Hong Kong, 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, South Korea, 
and Sri Lanka). 

Comments: While ambient standards arguably are the best measure of environmental 
quality, and pollution intensity indices the best measure of the industrial process, there 
is woefully little reliable information available to support either measure. This 
indicator is suggested as an intermediate measure. The idea of an Asian Clean 
Revolution is organized around new investment. Positive environmental impact, then, 
will be out beyond the life of the p r o m  and undoubtedly will lag behind industrial 
growth. The objective, of course, is to get ahead of the investment curve. The three 
measurements cited above are the most relevant and most readily available. Note again 
that an index of "pollution intensity of industrial value-added" is proposed as a US- 
AEP program ouput. 

I Defmition: Industrial investment as per U.S. SIT codes 

I Frequency of Data Collection - Annually. 

Assumptions: This indicator assumes Asian countries will continue to rely on imports 
for industrial plant and equipment, and that import figures for environmental goods and 
services and new process equipment will reflect Asian tendencies towards clean 
production and and clean production practices. There is no current good (or available) 
measure of clean technology. 

Data are annual, not cumulative. Data h m  the ten target countries are aggregated. 
Break-out by country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

-- 

Baseline 

Target 

Year Planned Actual 

TBD 

TBD j 

TBD I 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

SO Indicator 2: Investment in Environmental Infrastructure from Municipal an 
I 

Unit of Measare: Two Data Sets: i) an increasing percentage of total investment in 
environmental i n f r a s m  sourced from municipalities; and ii) an increasing 
percatage of total iavestmem in ewironmental infrastructure from private sources. - 
Soam: Statistics from government (i.e., ten target countries), Asian Development 
Bank, World Bank, IFC, UNEP, and WHO. 

Commenk The simple argument is that more environmental infrastructure is 
required (given exisiting deficits and rapid rates of industrialion and urbanization). 
Statistics on persons served is not useful given the mix of social and industrial 
inhstmctun. The anly way to assure a dramatic increase in the stock of 
environmental infraJtructure is through r e f m  of municipal fmance and privatization. 
What is important to measure, then, is whether then is suff~cient change in the 
investment mix to suggest that the stock of infhstructun is likely to increase. 

I Definition: ?he amount of money raised outside of nationd budget through muncipal 
bond schemes (and autonomous infhstructun agencies) and through privatization (e.g., 
~oo/B0i.>. I 
I Assumption: Tbis indicator assumes that more inhskucture is a sufficient goal. C 
I Data arc armual, not cumulative. Data from the ten target countries an aggregated. 

Break-out by c6untry are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. I 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBP 

TBD 

Actual 





UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 
RESULTS PACKAGE 1: Strengthened &d Expanded Incentives for Environmental a i t y  

Unit of Measure: Country Index (14): i) ongoing mearch directed to the pollution 
ititensity (pli) of industrial valui-added (1 point); ii) p/i indices included in official 
publications and reports (2 points); and iii) public policy directed to promoting 
industrial clean production (up to 3 points). 

Source: Annual field assessment (iii qualitative) 

IR 1, RP 1, Indicator 1.1: Public Policy (Mainstreaming Environmental Quality in Industrial Policy) 

Canmurts: The focus here is on the industrial policy and the industrial regime, and 
specifically maibstreamiog a concern for environmental quaiii in industrial policy. 
The goal Is mow government concern for en- quality beyond specialid 
enviromnental agencies to the core of nadonal policy (Le., sustainable development) 
and idustrial policy. Note that a major output will be the development and use of 
new pli indicators. 

DefhrHlon: Pollution intensity of "industrial activity" is the prefemd proxy by most 
professionals in the region and by both the Asian and World Banks. 

Frequency of Data Collection - Annually. 

Assumptions: First that then is sufficient work in this area to give a reliable sense of 
d i d o n  and progress vls a vis an industrial clean revolution. Second, that pli 
measures will be the basis for policy development and implementation. 

Data are cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country are availbale fnrm the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Basel i i  

Target 

Year Planned 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Actual 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 
RESULTS PACKAGE 1: Strengthened and~x~anded  Incentives for ~n&onmental G i t v  

Unit of Measure: Country Index (1-6): i) industriaVenvironmental reporting systems 
in place and working (1 point); ii) public disclosure laws for industrial practice in 
place and working (2 points); and iii) intensity of compliance regime ( up to 3 points). 

Source: Annual field assessment (Piiiiii qualitative) 

IR 1, RP 1, Indicator 1.2: Public Policy (Increasing Business Reporting. Disclosure. and Accountabilty for Environmental ( 

Comments: The focus here is on increasing business reporting, disclosure, and 
accountability vis a vis envirorunental quality. The elements include official reporting, 
public disclosure, and improving industriaVenvironmenta1 compliance. Public policy 
specifically directed to promoting clean technologies and production in the industrial 
sector is measured m Indicators 1.1,1/2 above. 

Definition: 

Frquency of Data Collection -- Annually. 

Assumptions: That most countries have basic environmental laws in place. Without 
industrial reporting, public disclosure (i.e., public awareness), compliance and 
enforcement, and public pressure (is., public participation), environmental laws will 
not be effective. 

Data are cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Breakout by 
country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Baseline 

Target 

Year * Planned 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

I INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 
RESULTS PACKAGE 1: Strengthened and Ex~anded Incentives for Environmental Oualitv 

IR 1, RP 1, Indicator 2.1.1: Business Practices (IS0 14000) 
I 

Unit of Measure: Presence of an IS0 14000 organization (or other institutional 
infrastructure) in each target country. 

I Source: Annual field uasssment I 
Comments: Perhaps the most important impetus towards environmental quality in the 
industrial regime will be the pressure firom the IS0 14000 movement (pticularly as it 
affects export industries ). InstiMional infrastn!cture/prc~etlce in-country is probably 
necessary to make IS0 14000 an effective incentive. Without that presence, IS0 will 
continue to be rooted ammg the E7 and seen as an outside force, not internalized. 

I Definition: IS0 14000 is an official intemational standard, its institutional 
manifestation is' easily identifiable. ' 

I Frequency of Data Cdection - Annually. 

I Assumption: That IS0 14000 will be a competitive (if not decisive) factor in the 
international marketplace. 

I Data are cumulative. Data fiom the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. I 

Planned Actual 

TBD 

TBD 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

I INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes I RESULTS PACKAGE 1: Strengthened and Expanded Incentives for ~nviromnental  it^ 

Unit of Measure: Number of companies (perhap the value-added product of 
companies) in Asia supplying other companies (e.g., fiom the E 7, U.S., ASEAN) usin! 
a "gimr screen" for qualii'yiig Asian suppliers. 

IR 1, RP 1, Indicator 2.1.2: Business Practices ("Greening the Supply Chain") 

I 

I Source: Annual fieId assessment 

Comments: As noted above, a major impetus towards environmental quality in 
industry will be reflected m the international trade regime (e.g., IS0 14000). A second 
growing pressure point in the standards area is reflected by movement to "green the 
supply chain". This movement exists in Eutope and is growing m the United States. 
Note: in Asia, one might also explore the possibility of government procurement rules 
(i.e., government "greening" its supply chain) 

I Definition: The elements of "greening the supply chainn are easily identifiable. 

I Frequency of Dnta collection - Armually. 

Assumptioas: p a t  the infomation can be gathered, and that (at least) U.S. companies 
will enforce " g m  standards". 

I Data are cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country are av$lbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Target 

Year 
- 

Planned Actual 

I 

TBD I 

TBD I 
TBD ! 

TBD I 



UNITED STATES - ASLA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 

Unit of Masun: Number of credit and investment institutions (e.g., banks, insurance 
companies, pension funds, etc.) practicing "evironmental due diligence" (andlor value 
of industrial credit and investment having to pass environmental due diligence". 

Soam: Annual field assessment Baseline 

Comments Another lever in the direction of environmental qualilty for industrial 
investment may be developiog firna among those financial institutions practicing 
"environmental due diligence" in examining new credit and investment proposals. 
Movement in this area will be principally conditioned by "liability standsrds", but the 
World Bank has also been pressing government financial institutions, and t h m  is some 
movement within tht financial community to treat the issue as a voluntary standard. 
T h m  may also be some pressure h m  RSEAN. 

Definition: "Environmental due diligemce" is an official and internationally 
recognized concept. Practicing institutions, easily monitored. Finanical flows, less 
easily monitored 

hquency of Data Cdlectlon - Annually. 

Assumptions: That "environmental due diligence" may develop in Asia even in 
advance of liabyity. 

Data are cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

- Due Dilig r 

Target I 2000 

Planned 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Actual 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

I INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 

IR 1, RP 2, Indicator 1: Environmental Management as an Industry Standard 

Unit of Measure: Country Index (1-6): i) pollution control as reflected by inmase in 
imports ( 3  point); ii) pollution prevention as reflected in institutional infrastructure (1 
points); iii) environmental management as reflected by IS0 14000 certification (2 
points); and iv) clean design/iivestment as reflected by p/i indices (2.5 points). 

I Source: Annual field assessment 

Commenb: The index will assess the rootedncss of environmental management 
(EMS) concepts/pmctices in each of ten target countries, as assessed by different 
measures for dierent p~acements along the "environmental Wder". 

Definition: The overall Index is based on US-AEP "environmental ladder" concept; 
the measurement is qualitative but does riequire evidence of institutional infrastructure. 
This intermediate measure will be supplemented by firm-level statistics related to IS0 
14000 certification. 

Frequeucy of Data Collection -- Annually. 

Baseline 

AsmmpLioas: This indicator reflects one of three different approaches to business 
capacity, in thia instance a "theoretical a p p m h "  based on the elements in the 
"environmental ladder". The rwumption is that the index can accurately 
characterize the degree to which environmental management is an industry standard. L 
I Data are cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Breakout by 

country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Year Planned 

1994 1 TBD 

Actual 

1998 

1999 

2000 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 



I UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1 

I INTERMEDIATE RESULT I: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 

I IR 1. RP 2. Indicator 2: Industrial Extension Caoabilities 

Unit of Measure: Country Index ( 1-6 points): i) government schematic of 
organizations carrying our industrial extension (1 point); ii) established upgrading 
program in place for industrial extension (3 points); and iii) a sustainable link to 
United States experience, practice, and tec&nology (2 points). 

I Source: Annual field assessment 

Comments: USAID experience with capacity-building puts a premium on "training ol 
the trainers" (see, for exsnple, USAID experience with agriculture and family 
planning). Ibe notion hen is to focus attention and resources on intermediary 
organizations which can develop and deliver management training and support for 
promoting environmental management systems, and to then link that system to a 
sustaining good sources of information, practice, and technology. 

I Definition: Organizations involved in environmental management outreach 
(organizations with an exisiting mandate to affect industrial behavior and with fum- 
level relatiponships). 

Assumptions: The index assumes that there is a ' V i a l  industrial extension system" 
in each country which could be upgraded to support environmental management and 
which could also be linked to U.S. institutions and organizations to refrtsh its message. 
In fact, institutiondorganizations engaged under the two other indicator groupings 
would be subsumed within this grouping. lhis is the second of three different 
approaches to business capacity. 

Data are cumulative. Data fiom the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country an availbale fkom the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Baseline 

Target 

Planned 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

Actual 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Efficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 
RESULTS PACKAGE 2: Increased Use of Environmental Considerations in Environmental Decision-Making 

Comments: There is something of a consensus that industrial associations caa be a 
usehl starting point for building capacity to promote environmental considerations in 
business decsion-making (e.g., voluntary standards, training, international partnership, 
etc.). There is less COI~SCIISUS on what the "touchstone' might be. For the time being, it 
is proposed to measure the number of industrial sectors covered by voluntary standards 
as a measure both of the "gnenness" of industrial scctors and the commitment of f m s  
to environmental management as represented by the industriaYsectora1 establishment in 
each country. 

IR 1, RP 2, Indicator 3: Voluntary Standards by Industrial Sector 

I Definition: Organizations and standards easily identifiable. - 
Unit of Measure: Number of industrial sectors covmd by a voluntary standard in 
each of ten target countries. 

Source: Annual field assessment 

Assumptions: This indicator assumes that industry associations are voluntary 
associations and reflect, to some degree, the prevailing industrial culture. This is the 
third of thee different approaches to business capacity. 

I Data are cumulative. Date from the ten target countries an aggregated. Breakout by 
country arc availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Baseline 

I I Target I 2000 

Year 

1994 

Planned Actual 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD I 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 1: Increasingly Eficient and Less Polluting Industrial Regimes 
RESULTS PACKAGE 3: Transfer of U.S. Environmental Emrience. Practice. and Technolonies 

IR 1, RP 3, Indicator 1: Technolow Transfer 

Unit of Measure: Value of sales, licenses, joint ventures, and investments oVi  U.S. 
environmental goods and services. 

Source: U.S. internatimaVenvironmenta1 trade statistics I Baseline 

Comments: The best proxy for technology transfer ( U.SJAsia) is the value of 
international sales, licenses, joint ventures, and investments. 'Ibis is easily measured, 
and environmental sales probably also will captun forward movement vis a vis clean 
process technology as well (by proxy). It is also the measure most commonly used by 
U.S. EPA and CEQ. 

Definition: Environmental Trade Data. 

Frequency of Data Collection -- ~nnuaily. 

Assumptions: See comments. t-- 
Data are annual, Data h m  the ten target countries are aggregated. Break-out by 
country are availbale h m  the US-AEP Secretariat. 

I Target 

Planned I Actual 

TBD 

- 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD I 



UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

I INTERMEDIATE RESULT 2: Increase in the Stock of Environmental Infrasrructure 
I RESULTS PACKAGE 1: Munici~al Finance Reform and Privatization 

I IR 2. RP 1. Indicator 1: Increased Investment in Environmental Infrastructure Derived fmm Municioal and Private Swces 

Unit of Measure: Two Data Sets: i) an increasing percentage of total investment in 
en-tal infrastructure sourced from municipalities; and ii) an increasing 

, percentage of total investment in environmental infrastructure h m  private sources. 

Source: Statistics from government (is., five target countries: India, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand), Asian Development Bank, World Bank, IFC, 

1 UNEP, and WHO. r&i-Q: The simple argument is that more envirotunental infrastructure is required 
(given exisiting deficits, and rapid rates of industrialization and urbanization). 

I Statistics on petsons served is not usefil given the mix of social and industrial 
infrastructure. The only way to assure an dramatic increase in the stock of 
environmental infhslructure is through reform of municipal finance and privatization. 
What is important to measure, thm, is whether there is sufficient change in the 
investment mix to suggest that the stock of infrastructure is likely to increase. 

I Definition: The amount of money raised outside of national budget through muncipal 
bond schemes (and autonomous infrastructure agencies) and through privatization (e.g. 
BOOBOT). 

I Frequency of Data Col Wion - Annually. 

I Assumption: This indicator assumes that more infhstructure is a suficient goal, 

Data are annual, not cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. 
Bnaksut by country are availbale from the US-AEP !%memiat. 

Baseline 

Year Planned Actual 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD I 



UNlTED STATES - ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP June 1995 

INTERMEDIATE RESULT 2: Increase in the Stock of Environmental Infrastructure 
RESULTS PAC'KAGE 2: Transfer of Environmental Ex~erience. Practice. and Technoloev 

IR 2, RP 2, Indicator 1: Technolorn Transfer 

Unit of M m :  Value of sales, joint ventures, licenses and investment of U.S. 
organizations in reformed/privatized environmental infrastructure projects in five 
target countries.. 

Comments: The best proxy for technology transfer ( U.SJAsia) is the value of 
international sales, licenses, joint ventures, and investments. This is easily measured, 
and environmental sales probably also will capture forward movement vis a vis clean 
process technology as well (by proxy). 

Definition: environmental trade as per U.S. SIT codes. 

Frequency of Ihta Collection -- Annually. 

Source: U.S. internatidenvironmental trade statistics Baseline 

Assumptlons: See comments. 

Data are annual, not cumulative. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. 
Break-out by country are availbale from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

I Target 

TBD I 
TBD 

TBD 

TBD I 
TBD I 





I UNITED STATES - ASIA ENVJRONMENTAL PARTNERSEW June 1995 

I INTERMEDIA& RESULT 3: Sustainable Development as a itional G ~ ~ g h ~ ~ t  Asia 

IR 3, RP 2, Indicator 1: Environmental Information Discolsure 

Unit dMeasure: 

I Frequency of Data Cdleetloa: 

I Data are cumul$tive. Data from the ten target countries are aggregated. Breakout by 
country are available from the US-AEP Secretariat. 

Target 

Year Plnnntd I Actual 

TED 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 

TBD 
I 

TBD I 



All Resourcerr Table 
USAEP 

Funding Category 

Sustainable Development 

Economic Growth 

ChiM SuwivaVDkease 

Basic Education 

Population 

Democracy 

Total: 

Economic Support Funds 

PL480 

Other 

GRAND TOTAL 

1997 M 
3ase - 20% Base - 10% 

16,000 

16,000 18,000 



Funding Scenarios by Intermediate Objectives 

Intermediate Objective 1: 
Increasingty Efficient and Less Polluting 
lnduttrial Regimes 

Total 10 1: 

Intermediate Objective 2: 
Incrcrase in the Stock of 
Environmental lnfrasttudure 

Total 10 2: 

Intennediata Objective 3: 
Sustainable Development as a 
National Goal 

Total 10 3: 

I Program Managemenl 

I Biodiversity CommittmentlGlobaI Bur 

GRAND TOTAL 

USAEP 



Table 3 
Staff Requirements By Intermediate Result (FY 1996) 

USAEP 

I Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate 
Staff Result 1: 

CTEM 
I 

FSN* (OE) 0 

Total Staff by 

-SNC (TF) 

=SNC (Prog.) 

JSKCN PSC (OE) 

Result 2: Result 3: Biodhrersity Program Total Staff bl 

0 

0 

0 

Infmtructure Framework Global ~ u r & u  ~anr~ement  Other Clam 
I I I I I 

JSNCN PSC (TF) 0 

JS/TCN PSC (Prog.) 0 



- - - 

Table 4 

11 USAEP 

11 Operating Expense Requirements 

Major Function Code 

UlOO USDH 
U200 FN Direct Hire 

U300 Contract Personnel 

U400 Housing 

U500 Office Operations 

U600 NXP 
Total Mission-Funded OE 

... Of which Trust Funded 

($000) 

Information to be provided by ANEEMS 

OElTmst Funded Levels by FY 1996 



:US AGENCY FOR 

ISTERNATIOKAL 
 DEVELOPM ME^^ 

ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 

PROM: USAEP, Lewis Reade 
ANE/SEA, Dirk Dijkerman 

w 
SUBJECT: Agency Agreements Reached in the Review of the USAEP 

Program Strategy Document. 

Purpone: Your signature is requested, indicating your approval 
of agreements reached in the review of the USAEP Strategy 
Document during Program Week of June 5-12, as described herein. 

Summary. 

1. During Program Week June 5-12, USAID reached agreement on the 
Strategy and Action Plan for USAEP. Along with USAID/W, several 
Missions including ,India, Indonesia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and 
the Regional Suppqrt Mission submitted issues to the review 
process. The strategy is approved, subject to the comments and 
actions to be completed, as delineated below. 

\ - - 
2. The strategy focuses on promoting an Asian "clean 
revo&utiontm i.e., the continuing development and adoption of 
less polluting and more resource efficient products, processes, 
environmental management practices and services in the Asia 
region. More specifically, the strategy will promote three 
program outcomes: increasingly efficient and less polluting 
industrial regimes; the mobilization of U.S, experience, 
technology, and practice to increase urban environment 
infrastructure for poor households; and a regional framework that 
sustains a '*clean revolutionm in. dealing with the transnational 
environmental problems of Asia. 

3 .  USAEP should now proceed with implementing the revised 
strategy and reporting on results. Formal delegation of 
authorities to manage and implement the strategy under a re- 
engineered USAID system is deferred until the USAID finalizes 
remaining operational considerations (e.g., content and detail of 
USAIDJW-USAEP management contract, extent of the delegations of 
authorities), At that time, ANE will work with USAEP to convert 
the approved strategy agreement into a formal management 
contract, with the ANE Bureau. 

4 .  USAEP is one of the Bureau's and the Agency's key assets to 
respond to important environment issues in Asia. Results from 



this strategy review process will enable us to make the necessary 
changes to assure it remains so. The Asia region, with its past 
and projected high growth in the future (85% turnover in capital 
stock in next 10-12 years), suffers from acute environmental 
problems that accompany this growth. The rate of air and water 
pollution is twelve times that of Western industrialized 
countries, What is needed is a major perceptual change in the 
way development is defined and pursued, taking into account the 
environmental consequences of the high industrial growth in Asia, 
in eesence the pursuit of a *clean technology revolutionn. The 
USAEP model, even with limited resources, can mobilize U,S- 
experience, technology, and practice in support of environmental 
improvement in the industrial sectors in Asia. The key word is 
*mobilizew, seeking to engage professionals and organizations 
from the United States in Asia in response to mutual objectives 
and advantage. Over time, the USAEP may be a useful model for 
development promotion in other situations and regions. 

Strategy. 

5 .  Choice of Strategic Approach. There are a number of 
approaches that USAEP could have taken in developing its 
strategy, including a mission-support approach, a focus on 
technology transfer/choice, a constraints-resolution approach, 
and an export-promotion approach. Given the type of investments 
USAEP already made, the results of the EPAT/WINROCK Analysis, the 
broad base of technology available, and the fact that the .Bureau 
as a whole tends to program around development problepls, the 
constraints approach is the one that best reflects the USAEP- 
progrsm. 

6, Strategic Framework. Although the Strategy Program Document 
reflected a concerted effort to provide focus on a large and very 
complex program, there was general consensus that industrial 
pollution treatment and prevention processes should be the major 
focus of USAEP. The Strategic structure was reframed into one 
Strategic Objective: "Promote an Asian Clean Technology 
Rev~lution.*~ This approach retains the industrial pollution 
aspects of SO-2 as the centerpiece, and incorporates the 
appropriate regional policy/incentive aspects of SO-1 and value- 
added aspects that USAEP brings to mission and Global urban water 
supply activities of SO-3 as program outcomes. USAEP, in 
coordination with ANE and Global, will further refine the Program 
Outcomes under this Strategic Objective, to better reflect the 
new program focus as well as G/ENV and .USAEP collaboration.(See 
Attachment A) 

7. Managamant Objectives, The proposed Management Objectives 
will be folded into one objective for the ~ureau, emphasizing 
that USAEP is one of several ANE Bureau models for testing 
alternative ways of delivering U.S. development assistance in 



presence and nonpresence countries. 

8. Deaision nul.8. The Decision Rules, when taken together with 
the screening effects of the Strategic Framework, Mission 
Strategies, and planned Country Assessments, are adequate for 
proceeding with the strategy, as approved. 

9 Pz0gr.m Focus. As outlined in paragraph 2 above and in 
attachment A, the USAEP will focus its program on industrial 
efficiency, and urban environmental infrastructure. Given the 
revieed framework, USAEP will phase out of "blue and greenw areas 
in a gradual and orderly manner and transfer these activities to 
G/ENV as appropriate. USAEP and Global will continue to work 
together to assuze complementarity of their programs. Attachment 
B constitutes a list of the types of activities it is no longer 
working in or will be phasing out of during the Action Plan 
period, 

10. Biodiversity. Given the industrial pollution emphasis of 
the USAEP under the new Strategic Framework, activities in 
biodiversity no longer tightly fit. 

A. The Biodiversity Conservation Network should be phased 
over to the Global Bureau in a gradual, orderly manner. A 
Working Group, consisting of representatives from USAEP, 
other offices in ANE, and Global Bureau will be formed to 
determine the best way this phasing can take place. The 
Working Group will take into account the upcoming evaluation 
of the Biodiversity Conservation Network, PPC Burqauls - -  
emerging Biodiversity Strategy, USAID1s Research Council 
guidelines, and continuation of the waiver to work in 
nonpresence countries for this activity. 

B. The Working Group will also consider the disposition of 
non-BCN biodiversity activities (Convention-on International 
Trade in Endangered Species--CITES, and Training with the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service--USFWS). 

In the meantime, Biodiversity/BCN will remain a Special Objective 
within the USAEP Strategic Framework. 

11. Ralationship with Global Bureau. Attachments B and D 
illustrate how the USAEP-Global relationship will work when there 
is a confluence of common interest (i-e. energy and urban 
environmental infrastructure), In addition, as noted above, a 
Working Group will be formed consisting of representatives of ANE 
and Global Bureau to look at issues concerning the USAEP and 
Global Bureau relationship. The Group will formulate a vision 
and outline the details of how joint planning and programming - 
will proceed in both presence and nonpresence.countries. 



12. Customer Focus on Gender. USAEP will more clearly 
articulate an expanded relationship with Asian partners and its 
customer focus in its upcoming Customer Service Plan. Global 
Bureau would like to participate in the discussion of 'this Plan. 
Although not explicitly described in the strategy document, USAEP 
bas taken gender concerns into consideration throughout its 
program. For example, nearly a third of all participants in 
USAEP fellowships, exchanges, and training activities are women. 
In addition, a significant proportion of USAEP overseas staff 
members are professional women and efforts are underway to focus 
on the development of a female cadre environmental leadership 
cadre. 

Z3. Other Regions. The USAEP model may in time be used in other 
parts of the world. If there is a generalized demand, Global may 
want to test out the USAEP approach to see how it works. 
Although the USAEP cannot participate actively in other regions, 
it will share its experience with the Global Bureau. 

Action Plan 

1 Budget Reduction Scenarios. Because USAEP does not have the 
fixed multiyear commitments of a bilateral USAID program, it does 
have flexibility to cope with sizeable budget reductions by 
realigning or adjust'ing program components. If the budget dips 
below $10 million,-however, USAEP will need to consider dropping 
its urban infrastructure activities. 

15. Country Presence. While USAEP has the authority \to work-in 
any of thirty-four countries in Asia, it will continue to 
conceqtrate its efforts in ten focus countries: Philippines, 
India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Xong, Singapore, 
Thailand, and Malaysia. Designation of specific funding levels 
for each country, however, is not practical as it would diminish 
Aesop flexibility to respond to demand. 

16. Resource Mix/Program Cost-Benefit. In order to facilitate 
comparison with other models of development assistance delivery, 
there is a need to be able to determine the cost of running the 
USAEP program. In the context of the upcoming budget review, the 
Bureau will work with USAEP to determine how the costs and 
benefits of the program can be calculated, in ,a manner that is 
comparable with other ANE investments. 

17. Pipeline. USAEP8s pipeline is not too large-if anything it 
is on the low side. But this does not present the same kind of 
problem faced by bilateral missions, as USAEP does not have the 
mortgage problem found in multiyear bilateral agreements. If the 
funding gets tight, USAEP would pare back on its response to 
demands for its services. 



8. Catago= C ProjOcts. Since USAEP was desicjned in a manner 
similar to that being used under re-engineering principles, 
there are no nprojectsw per se, When there are poor performing 
activities, USAEP simply does not put more money into them, 

19. Rofhmmmt of Program fadiaators. Indicators at many 
points, at the SO and PO levels, need refinement ~f definition. 
This is especially'true now that the Strategic Framework is being 
substantially changed. To further the program objectives of 
USAEP, the Secretariat should propose to M E  a plan for refining 
indicators and including a full performance monitoring plan by 
next year's R-4. 

R~commeadation: That you sign below indicating your agreement 
and approval of decisions made in the USAEP Program Strategy 
Document Review, as described herein. 

Approve : &-& 
I 

Disapprove: 

Date : 

Clearan ces: 
ANE/DAA: -Linda Morse & PPC/AA: Colin Bradford 
G/PDSP: Timothy Mahor 
GIENV: David Hales 
PPC/POL: Julio 
ANE/ORA: Frank 
PPC/POL: Mike Rugh I 
G/&: George ~ayl? 
PPC/POL: Glenn prick- 

Attachments: 
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Strategic Objective 1: 

Promote an Asian 
Clean %chnology   evolution 

Performance Indicators: 

To be fudher refined In accordance with the USAEP Prograr 
Strategy and its review, 

I Program Outcome 1.1 

lncreaslngly efflclent and less 
p;alluting lndustrlsl regimes 

Program Outcome Indlcators: I--. * 

To be further refined In accordance 
th the USAEP Program Strategy 

and its review, 

I Program Outcome 1.2 I 
Moblllzatlon of U.S. experience, 

technology, end practlce to increase I urban @nvlronmsntal Infrastructura 
for poor households In Asla. 1 

-- 

Program Outcome Indlcators: I 
In accordance 

the USAEP Program Strategy I 

I Program Outcome 1.3 

A regtonel framwmk thrt rustrlns 
a clean technology revalution I In Asla 

I 
.-- 

Program Outcome Indkators: 

be turthef reflned In accordance 
th the USAEP Program Strategy 

and Its revlew. 

The edenske eontknring development and adoption of ever leas polutinp 
end mare resource emcknt pradudr, praeesses, and 6 d c e s  In the Asla Rcp(on. 



ATTACHMENT B 

.USAEP Strategic Focus 

I. During the last year, in an effort to limit the scope of the 
USAEP, the Secretariat agreed to four strategic foci: 
biodiversity, energy, industrial efficiency, and urban 
infrastructure. 

2. It is agreed to drop two of those foci: biodiversity and 
energy. 

The USAEP will no longer engage in the following areas: 

household recycling 
strengthening green NGOs 
environmental education (k-12 and higher), unless 
related to industrial pollution 
nuclear 
power generation 
power transmission and distribution 
renewable energy 
coral -reefs 
coastal zone management 
deep water ecoiogy 
fisheries 
seagoing vessel contamination 
conservation exchange 
ecotourism 
Earthshare 
agricultural production 

Activities to be closed: 

- Infrastructure Finance Advisory Service (IFAS) - new energy activities on the "supplyw side 

Activities which will be phased-over to Global 

- Biodiversity Conservation Network (BCN) - Convention in International Trade in Endangered 
Species (CITES) - Coal Washing/India - Ben Franklin Fellowships 



ATTACHMENT C 

USAEP-Mission Relationship and Cooperation. 

The Agency has completed 
stratsgies. As a result 
will focus its resources 
the industrial and urban 
nonpresence countries in 
are- priority countries. 
objectives approved for each of the three countries and for the 
U.S.-Asia Environmental Partnership. The following is an outline 
for USAEP/Mission coordination and cooperation. 

- 
its review of country and regional 
of the review, it was agreed tha,t USAEP 
on efficiency and pollution issues in 
sectors, in both presence and 
Asia. India, Indonesia, and Philippines 
This focus is reflected in the strategic 

COOPERATION AND COORDINATION 

1. The first priority is to share ideas with regard to the 
understanding of environmental problems, approaches or 
strategies, and program operations. The USAEP Secretariat will 
develop and seek approval of a format for country assessments or 
plans to facilitate cooperative programming. In presence 
countries plans will be based on the analytic work already 
developed by field missions and the Global Bureau and should not 
require a significant independent effort. In nonpresence 
countries, while the work will usually be completed by\ 
Secregariat staff and contractors, it may also be desirable t o  
engage field mission staff. 

2. Consistent with agency policy, both field missions and the 
USAEP Secretariat will take account of each others* and Global 
Bureau instruments before authorizing new contractual 
arrangements. This is important for efficiency, but also to take 
account of different ideas and approaches to development 
promotion. In some instances, it may also be desirable for field 
missions, the Secretariat, and Global Bureau to modify existing 
instruments to take account of these different ideas and 
approaches. 

3. Field missions, the USAEP Secretariat, and Global'Bureau will 
take their program guidance from their approved strategic 
objectives. This will require growing cooperation and 
collaboration among the parties, resting on improved information 
flow and common ownership of each others strategic objectives. 
It is recognized, howeveri that the mutuality of interest with 
other agencies and organizations, implicit in USAEP programming, 
will sometimes suggest ideas and activities from outside the 
agency (albeit necessarily consistent with the strategic 
objectives of any specific field mission). 



4. Two exceptional situations related to USAEP programming were 
identified for situations outside approved objectives or decision 
m 8 . e ~  : 

a) an environmental activity with regional 
significance but outside Mission Strategic Objectives: 
in this situation, the field mission and USAEP 
Secretariat may agree to it. Where there is no 
agreement it will be directed to the DAA/Asia for 
decision. 

b) an environmental activity from a country falling 
outside objectives for the USAEP, but within a 
mission's interest: again, the field mission and USAEP 
Secretariat may agree to it. Where there is no 
agreement it will be directed. to the DAA/Asia for 
decision. 

c) in either case above, the USAEP shall provide 
timely advise to the G/ENV regional Coordinator for 
Asia of such requests.  



ATTACHMENT D 

PPSJlEP-Gbbal Bureau Relationship and Cooperation. 

%be has completed its review of the USAEP strategy. As a 
1oza-t d! this review, USAEP will focus its environmental 
~mources on efficiency and pollution issues in the industrial 
and urban sectors as outlined in attachment A, in both presence 
and nonpres- countries in Asia. Energy is not a strategic 
focus for OSAEP, although end-use efficiency issues may be 
considered as a part of the USAEP8s industrial focus. The USAEP 
wall also worlt  in the area of urban environmental infrastructure, 
with a focus on the mobilization of U.S. experience, technology, 
and practice to increase technology transfer between the U.S. and 
Asia. India, Indonesia, and Philippines are priority countries. 
This focus is reflected in the strategic objectives approved for 
each of the three countries and for the U.S.-Asia Environmental 
Partnership. The following outlines USAEP/Global Bureau 
coordination and cooperation. 

tCOOPERaTZON llllD COWDINATION 

3. Consistent with agency policy, the USAEP Secretariat will 
continue to work closely with Global Bureau offices i~ Washington 
and RHUDOs in the field, and with Global Bureau projects, - - 

contractors, cooperators, and grantees, Specifically, the USAEP 
Secretariat will seek first to use existing Global Bureau 
instruments which are appropriate before authorizing new 
contractual arrangements. This is important for efficiency, but 
also to take account of different ideas and approaches to - 
development promotion. In some instances, it may also be 
desirable for the Secretariat and Global Bureau to modify 
existing instruments to take account of these different ideas and 
approaches. 

2. Zt is understood that the Global Bureau has the 
responsibility within USAID for technical leadership and field 
support for the environment. The ANE Bureau has responsibility 
for regional leadership and field operations in Asia. Field 
missions, the USAEP Secretariat, and Global Bureau will take 
their program guidance from their approved strategic objectives. 
This will require growing cooperation and collaboration, resting 
on improved information flow. It is recognized, however, that 
the mutuality of interest with other agencies and organizations, 

- implicit in USAEP programming, will sometimes suggest ideas and 
activities from outside the agency (albeit necessarily consistent 
with the strategic objectives of any specific field mission). 


